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ABSTRACT
This learning module, one of a series of 127

performance-based teacher education learning packages focusing on
specific professional competencies of vocational teachers, deals with
the task of assisting students in developing technical reading
skills. Addressed in the individual learning expeLiences included in
the module are the following topics: the importance of technical
reading in vocational programs (fusing the teaching of reading and
content, assessing student needs and abilities, using additional
resources, and understanding the reading process); development of
vocabulary exercises (context clues, structural analysis, oral
vocabulary instruction, and word puzzles and games); development of
comprehension skills (levels of comprehension, strategies in reading
for main ideas and details, and techniques for questioning and for
helping students recognize patterns); development of graphics reading
exercises; and formulation of a plan to teach technical reading
skills (reading and analyzing materials, using a text analysis chart,
introducing reading materials, and developing a study guide and
enrichment activities). Each learning experience contains an
objective, one or more learning activities, and a feedback activity.
The module provides student teachers with the opportunity to examine
case studies; develop instructional materials, exercises, and a
teaching plan; and assist students in developing technical reading
skills in an actual teaching situation. (MN)
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FOREWORD
This module is one of a series of 127 performance-based teacher
education (PBTE) learning packages focusing upon specific pro-
fessional competencies of vocational teachers. The competen-
cies upon which these modules are based were identified and
verified through research as being important to successful voca-
tional teaching at both the secondary and postsecondary levels
of instruction. The modules are suitable for the preparation of
teachers and other occupational tra nets in all occupational area,;.

Each module 1:T:ivides learning experiences that integrate theory
and application; each culminates with criterion-referenced assess-
ment of the teacher's (instructor's, trainer's) performance of the
specified competency. The materials are designed for use by
teachers-in-training working individually or in groups under the
direction and with the assistance of teacher educators or others
acting as resource persons. Resource persons should be skilled
in the teacher competencies being developed and should be
thoroughly oriented to PBTE concepts and procedures before
using these materials.

The design of the materials provides considerable flexibility for
planning and conducting performance-based training programs
for preservice and inservice teachers, as well as business-
industry-labor trainers, to meet a wide variety of individual needs
arid interests. The materials are intended for use by universities
and colleges, state departments of education, postsecondary in-
stitutions, local education agencies, and others responsible for
the professional development of vocational teachers and other
occupational trainers.

The PBTE curriculum packages in Category MAssisting
Students in Improving Their Basic Skills--are designed to enable
vocational teachers and other occupational trainers to integrate
the teaching and reinforcement of basic skills into their regular
vocational instruction. The modules are based upon 85 teacher
competencies identified as essential for vocational teachers to
teach and to reinforce basic communication, computation, and
employment skills as part of the ongoing occupational education
program
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INTRODUCTION
Vocational-technical teachers may be confronted

with students who lack the skills needed to meet the
reading demands of their programs. Despite the
abundance of audiovisual materials and frequent
use of teacher demonstrations in occupational pro-
grams, students still must use printed materials.

Each vocational-technical area uses special ma-
terials that are likely to involve uhusual formats and
a great deal of factual information. Some printed
materials may have a great deal of technical vocab-
ulary and a number of complex concepts and pro-
cesses. As a vocational-technical teacher, you must
take action to narrow the gap between students'
technical reading skills and the reading demands of
the program materials.

If you are untrained in the teaching of reading,
you may nave the notion that reading instruction is
a mysterious activity conducted in a reading labo-
ratory by a reading specialist. It is true that remedial
reading instruction is often the job of the trained

reading specialist. However, learning to read and
learning to read technical materials are not synony-
mous.

The remedial reading specialist's job is (1) to ana-
lyze students' reading abilities to determine what
general reading skills they lack and then (2) to find
specific materials that will aid in acquiring or improv-
ing those skills. `dour job as a vocational teacher is
(1) to analyze program materials to determine
what reading skills students need in order to under-
stand and apply the information and then (2) to help
students develop the skills they lack.

You do not need to be a reading specialist, but
you must know how to apply the reading skills and
thinking processes needed to "make sense" out of
instructional materials. This module is designed to
give you skill in helping students develop their tech-
nical reading skills so that they can handle the ma-
terials in your program and, ultimately, in the occu-
pation.

110741t
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ABOUT THIS MODULE
Objectives

Enabling Obiectivee:
1. After completing the required reading, demonstrate

knowledge of the rationale and procedures for teach-
ing technica: reading skills in vocational programs
(Learning Experience l).

2. After completing the, required reading, develop vocab-
ulary exercises based on vocational instructional ma-
terials (Learning Experience II).

3. After completing the required reading, develop com-
prehension exercises based on vocational instruc-
tional materials (Learning Experience Ill).

4. After completing the required reading, develop graph-
ics reading exercises based on vocational instructional
materials (Learning Experience IV).

5. After completing the required reading, analyze voca-
tional instructional materials (Learning Experience V).

Prerequisites
The modules in Category M are not designed for the pro-
spective teacher with no prior training and/or expotience.
They assume that you have achieved a minimal level of
content knowledge in your occupational specialty and
skill in the core teacher competencies of instructional
planning, execution, and evaluation. They then build on
or expand that knowledge and skill level, specifically in
terms of assisting students in improving their basic skills.

Resources
A list of the outside resources that supplement those con-
tained within the module follows. Check with your re-
source person (1) to determine the availability and the
location of these resources, (2) to locate additional refer-
ences in your occupational specialty, and (3) to get as-
sistance in setting up activities with peers or observations
of skilled teachers, if necessary. Your resource person
may also be contacted if you have any difficulty with di-
rections or in assessing your progress at any time.

Learning Experience 1
Optional

Reference: Herber, Harold L. Teaching Reading in
Content Areas. Second Edition. Englewood Cliffs,
NJ: Prentice-Hall. 1978.
A reading specialist to assess your reading compe-
tency and to provide instruction or instructional ma-
terials for your own reading skill development.
Reference: Schwartz, Beth. "Can Your Students
Read Their Textbooks?" Florida Vacationed Journal.
V (December 1979,'January 1980): 25-27.
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Learning Experience II
Required

Instructional materials for your own occupational
specialty (e.g., textbooks, manuals, workbooks) for
which you can develop vocabulary exercises.
A resource person to evaluate your competency in
developing vocabulary exercises.

Learning Experience III
Required

Instructional materials for your own occupational
specialty (e.g., textbooks, manuals, workbooks) for
which you can develop comprehension exercises.
A resource person to evaluate your competency in
developing comprehension exercises.

Learning Experience IV
Required

Instructional materials for your own occupational
specialty (e.g.. textbooks, manuals, workbooks) for
which you can develop graphics reading exercises.
A resource person to evaluate your competency in
developing graphics reading exercises.

Learning Experience V
Required

Instructional materials for your own occupational
specialty (e.g., textbooks, manuals, workbooks) that
you can analyze to determine the reading skills
needed.
A resource person to evaluate your competency in
analyzing instructional materials.

Optional
Reference: Shepherd, David L. Comprehensive
High School Reading Methods. Second Edition. Co-
lumbus, OH: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company,
1978.
Reference: Thomas, Ellen L., and Robirison, H. Alan.
Improving Reading in Every Class: A Sourcebook for
Teachers. Second Edition. Boston: Allyn and Bacon.
1977.

Learning Experience VI
Required

An actual teaching situltion in which you can assist
students in developing Pachnical reading skills.
A resource person to assess your competency in as-
sisting students in developing teeinical reading
skills.



General
Information

1101r For information about the general organization of each
performance-based teacher education (PBTE) module,
general procedures for Its use, and terminology that Is
common to all the modules, see About Using the National
Center's PBTE Mocks les on the inside back COW. For
more in-depth Information on how to use the modules in
teacher/trainer education programs, you may wish to re-
fer to three related documents:

The Student Guide to Using Performance-Based Teacher
Education Materials is designed to help orient preseryte and
inservice teachers and occupational trainers to PBTE in gen-
eral and to the PBTE materials.

The Resource Person Guide to Using Performance-Based
Teacher Education Materials can help prospective resource
persons to guide and assist preservice and service teachers
and occupational trainers in the development of professional
teaching competencies through use of the PETE modules. It
also includes lists of al the module competencies, as well as
a listing of the supplementary resources and the addresses
where they can be obtained.

The Guide to the knplemernation of Performance-Based
Teacher Education is designed to help those who will admin-
ister the PBTE program. It contains answers to Ono lamenta-
tion questions, possible solutions to problems, and alternative
courses of action.

5
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Learning Experience I
OVERVIEW

Activity

I Optional
\,Activity
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For students to be successful in your vocational-technical program, they
Activity must be able to do certain kinds of technical reading. If any of your students

have difficulty with the technical reading requirements, you must be prepared
to help them. For information concerning the reading process and the ratio-
nale and procedures for teaching technical reading skills in occupational pro-
grams, read the following information sheet.

TECHNICAL READING IN VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS
Vocational teachers often ask why students

haven't been taught to read it the elementary
schools. They havebut reading in the primary
grades is an end unto itself. That is, the purpose is
to teach children how to read. Although some chil-
dren may not have leartad how to read well in the
primary grades (for any number of reasons), their
elementary teachers did attempt to teach them.'

In vocational-technical areas, reading instruction
becomes a means to an end. That is, the purpose
is to teach students how to read the specific tecnni-
cal materials they need to use in class and on the
job. Elementary teachers are not trained to do this,
nor are secondary reading specialists.

Learning to read is a continua! process. As stu-
dents progress through school, each subject has its
own vocabulary, its distinctive requirements for
comprehension, its unique materials.

Beginning-level reading instruction, as provided
by the elementary teacher, may not be enough to
enable some students to cope with specialized ma-
terials. Remedial reading instruction, as provided by
high school reading specialists, is generally- de-
signed to serve those students who have severe
problemswho need special help just coping with
basic reading skills.

Therefore, regular classroom teachers must as-
sume the responsibility for teaching the students in
their classes to read the materials specific to each
of their programs. As a result, many states and local
school districts are now requiring all teachers in all
content areas to receive some training in the teach-
ing of reading.

The problem of reading technical materials is not
confined to secondary-level students, of course.
Adult students may also need assistance in (earning
how to read these materials. Some students may
have weak educational backgrounds, and others
may have learned English as a second language. All
students, including very capable readers. may need
instruction in dealing with the specialized materials
of the occupation.

0 1 Some of the material for this and subsequent information sheets has
been ac,apted from Gail B West, Teaching Reading Skiffs in Content
Areas. A Practical Guide to the Construction of Student Exercises
(Oviedo, FL Sandpiper Press. 1978).

Just about every occupational area Ind tech-
nical materials that require special reading skills
skills that you cannot expect students to pick up on
their own. In electr -s there are schematic draw-
ings to be read. In auto mechanics there are manu-
facturers' specification sheets that students must
follow In computer programming there is a whole
new language to be learned.

In almost all occupational programs, students
must understand and remember complex technical
terms. They mi;3t be able to locate information in
reference manuals. And they must be able to follow
step-by-step procedural directions.

Usually, being able to read and comprehend is
critical to doing a good jobor even advancing in
an occupation. In some situations, it might be a mat-
ter of life and death. Consider the pilot of a small
plane, preparing to land at a strange airport as dark-
ness descends. When that pilot gets out the ap-
proach-and-landing manual, it is vital that he or she
be able to locate and read the proper approach
chart.

9
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Your Role
You, as a vocational-technical instructor, need to

work both to extend and to develop your students'
reading skills. Extension means the adaptation of
reading skills introduced in the primary grades to the
more difficult, technical materials encountered in
your program. Development means the teeching of
new, unique skills required in your occupational
area. This is developmental reading, not remedial
reading.

Developmental reading is not designed only for
those students who are having difficulties in read-
ing, but for all studentseven superior ones. You
cannot assume that students who can read well
know how to read the schematics or complicated
diagrams that appear in your instructional materials.
As an occupational specialist, you can teach them
how to do this. it unlikely that anyone else will, so
the responsibility is yours.

You may feel very uneasy about the prospect of
teaching technical reading skills if your own reading
skills are weak. It may have been some time since
you were a student yourself, and you may not have
had much time for reading recently. Over the years,
you may have picked up some poor reading habits
that slow you down or interfere with comprehension.

Whatever the reason, if you need first to sharpen
your own reading skills (and everyone can improve),
reading help is available. Reading centers, for ex-
ample, are available in many educational institu-
tions, whether at the secondary, two-year post-
secondary, or college/university level.

Many services are provided at those centers for
adults with various needsfrom those who are
functionally illiterate to graduate students who want
to refine their reading skills and improve their read-
ing speed. The most difficult part may be to admit
that you need help and then to seek it.

As your own reading skills improve, you will be in
a mu' better position to help students. You are,
after all, the most logical one to help students with
the technical reading skills required in your pro-
gram. You know your students. You are available to
them. And you are an expert in your occupational
area and know best the essential skills students
need in order to perform well.

Fusing the Teaching of Reading with
Content

Occupational teachers are sometimes confused
about how reading should be taught in their classes.
Some have thought that they would have only four
days a week to teach auto mechanics, for example,

10

if one day had to be spent on readng. They have
said that they don't have time enough as it is to do
all that is needed to teach auto mechanics, much
less reading and study skills.

This is a misconception ;.*f how reading should be
taught in vocational-techi.fc, tl programs. What is in-
tended is that while stucitn,is are learning auto me-
chanics, they should also be learning the skills nec-
essary to understand, study, remember, and apply
the program content.

You can incorporate technical reading instruction
into your program through a variety of means. Some
of these might be quite unobtrusiveyou can
smuggle in the teaching of reading when the stu-
dents' backs are turned, so to speak. At other times,
you wilt want to tackle the problem directly with
reading activities and exercises.

In the course of a lesson, for example, you can
present new technical terms, analyze what their
roots mean, give the definitions, and help students
remember the words. You can devote a class dis-
cussion to the process of locating information in ref-
erence manuals. You can build a laboratory dem-
onstration around the task of following a set of
written instructions. As students work on lab proj-
ects or activities, they can develop skills in reading
job sheets.

You can correlate reading the textbook or reading
the information sheets in learning guides with spe-
cial teacher-made reading exercises. You can use
well-made training films not only to teach subject
matter, but to extend students' vocabulary. It should
be apparent that teaching reading in these ways
does not occur by accident; it is thoroughly planned,
organized, and executed.

12



Information and skills are more effectively taught
within a context in which they may be directly ap-
plied. In other words, reading competence im-
proves when students focus on content and not
merely on 'reading." As students engage in the de-
velopment of technical reading skills, they will be
learning not only the content, but also how to learn
auto mechanics, welding, nursing, cosmetology, or
whatever,

Students will have to continue to update their oc-
cupational knowledge and skills once they are on
the job. Thus, it is important that they acquire learn-
ing/reading/study skills while still in school. These
skills will enable them to keep current and improve
their skills long after they have left your program.

Developing students' technical reading skills can
be done equally well whatever the instructional ap-
proach of the program. Instructors in individualized,
competency-based training programs have the
same responsibilities in this matter as teachers
working in more conventional programs. Only the
vehicle of instruction and the approach will differ.

In a competency-based education (CBE) pro-
gram, the communications skills (competencies) re-
quired on the job should be identified at the same
time, and by the same research method, as other
occupational competencies. Thus, whether the
competencies in your program are derived from a V-Wak
TECS catalog, a DACUM analysis, or some other
type of occupational analysis, the reading skills
among them will form the basis for your develop-
mental reading activities. Students must achieve
these skills just as they must achieve the more ob-
vious technical skills.

To provide reading instruction, CBE programs
generally employ strategies and materials similar
to those used to teach other occupational skills.
Learning guides, for instance, may include one or
two learning activities specifically designed to
strengthen students' reading ability. In other in-
stances, an entire learning guide may be devoted to
helping students master a reading-intensive com-
petency, such as reading flow charts or manufactur-
ers' specification sheets. Of course, one-to-one or
small -group instruction can also be used for this
purpose.

Student Needs and Abilities
You will not be teach' g reading in a vacuum. You

will be teaching your own students, with their own
particular set of needs and abilities. In order to meet
those needs, take advantage of those abilities, and
expend your own time and effort most efficiently, you
must know your students.

Vocational-technical students, like students in any
program, arrive with a great range of educational
backgrounds and personal skills. You cannot as-
sume that a student's reading level is the same as
his/her grade level in school. It does little gor)d to
complain that students in your program are reading
on every, level from third grade through twelfth
grade. It does a great deal of good, however, to
know each individual's approximate reading level
and to determine whether he or she has any specific
reading problems.

Information about your students can be very valu-
able to you as you plan your program. You need to
be sure that the reading activities you assign are not
at a level of difficulty that will create student frustra-
tion. At the same time, they should not be at so low
a level that more capable readers become bored
and resentful.

If you are not obligated to use state-adopted
texts, you could select textbooks or learning guides
to match the reading abilities of your students. If you
develop learning guides ur information sheets, you
can learn to pitch them at the appropriate reading
level for students in your program. As you prepare
project sheets, reading assignments, and reading
exercises, knowledge of your students' abilities and
needs will be invaluable.

In some cases, you may be able to develop learn-
ing activities at two or more levels of reading skill.
Making cassette tape recordings of regular Wing
assignments is an example of this approach. At the
program resource center (or simply at their desks),
students whom you know to have poor reading skills
can listen to a tape recording of the assignment,
while following in the printed text.

X. 4



By both reading and listening, students will have
a chance to learn the material and, at the same
time, to learn to associate the written word with the
spoken word. Don't worry if you don't have the voice
and delivery of a professional radio announcer; Stu-
dents will recognize your voice on the recording and
accept it.

In order to make these kinds of plank for 'your stu-
dents, you will need to seek out information about
their reading abilities. There are several ways you
can do this. You can derive information from school-
wide standardized reading tests. You can administer
commercially produced survey tests. Or you can de-
vise an informal reading inventory for your own
classes. Each approach has its benefits and difficul-
ties.

Many schools, particularly at the secondary level,
give schookvide reading tests to provide informa-
tion to teachers and others concerned with the edu-
cation of students. A counselor or other testing spe-
cialist can provide you with information about each
test and how to interpret test scores.

If available, reading scores for individual students
can usually be found in the cumulative records filed
in the school office. An examination of the overall
and subtest scores will tell you, for example, that a
particular student reads at the ninth-grade level. It

may, in addition, pinpoint the student's specific read-
ing strengths and weaknesses.

You can also obtain standardized survey tests
that can be administered to a group of students,
usually within a single class period. Most survey
tests have at least two partsvocabulary and para-
graph comprehension. The scores on such tests
simply provide a rough estimate of students' abilities
and do not measure their ability to read or perform
within the occupational content area.

Finally, you can construct informal reading In-
ventories based on the textbook and other reading
materials used in your program. Such inventories
help to determine students' ability to read in your
specific occupational area. Having determined the
reading skills especially important in your area (e.g.,
reading graphics, procedure manuals, and dia-
grams), you can devise a class-period inventory
using the materials from your own program.

Such inventories take sc me time to construct ini-
tially, but they can be reused many times. A good
reference book on reading methods will provide in-
formation on how to construct a simple reading in-
ventory.

Additional Resources
It has been said earlier that vocational-technical

instructors are expected to be developmental read-
ing teachers, not remedial reading teachers. Still,
you will not necessarily be working alone to improve
students' technical reading skills. You may often be
able to cooperate with other school or college per-
sonnel who have similar responsibilities.

When you discover a student who has a signifi-
cant reading problem, you need to enlist special
help. For example, your school or college may have
a remedial reading program designed to improve
students' basic reading skill( Such programs are
staffed by reading speclall who are trained to
use the best contemporary techniques and materi-
als. As part of the program, there may be a reading
lab, elaborately equipped, supplied with a wide va-
riety of program materials, and open for student use
any time of the school day.

Even though reading specialists may make every
effort to identify students with special needs, they
depend upon teachers to refer to them any cases
they may have missed. If you suspect that a partic-
ular student has difficulties, it is probably best to
have an informal conversation with a reading spe-
cialist or counselor, outlining the student's perfor-
mance as you have observed it. There is no need
for you to make a diagnosis or suggest a course of
action; that is the responsibility of the reading pro-
gram staff.

In some institutions, especially at the postsecond-
ary level, the : tudent must be the one to initiate a
request for help. In that case, you could have an
informal conference with the student, noting what
you have obse; ved about his/her reading abilities
and recommending that the student seek help
through the reading program.

If one of your students is working with a reading
specialist, there are ways in which you can be help-
ful. You can supply the specialist with a list of occu-
pational terms that he or she could use in develop-
ing vocabulary exercises. You can provide
textbooks and other materials that might be used in
that student's reading program. in your demonstra-
tions, illustrated talks, and class assignments, you
could incorporate some of the reading skills being
worked on in the remedial program.

The Reading Process
To make the complex process of reading easier to

understand, it is often described in terms of skills.
Sample 1 provides an overview of the reading and
study skills that you can extend and develop in the
course of your instruction.
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SAMPLE 1

READING AND STUDY SKILLS

Using Book Parts

Interpreting Graphics

Preface
Table of Contents
Index /
Glossary
Appendix

Vocabulary

Reading and Study Skills

Comprehension

Rate of Reading

Graphs
Charie
Diagrams'
Maps
Tables
Cartoons
Pho raphs
Dra ngs

Context Clues
Dictionary
Structural Analysis
General Vocabulary

1
Special Vocabulary
TechniCal Vocabulary.

Main Ideas
Details
Organization
Interpretation
Application

Skimming
Scanning

to Purpose

Card Catalogs
Mases
Moulds
O.%

Sources of Information Indexes
Encyclopedias
Bib4lographies
Vertical Files
Special References

Note Taking

13
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Stihrearking
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Informal Note Taking



As shown ir, the sample, there are seven cate-
gories of skills: using book parts, interpreting graph-
ics, vocabulary, comprehension, rate of reading,
sources of information, and note taking. Each of the
categories is broken down into a number of topics
further defining the skill areas; these are indicated
by the words in the boxes. These are the skill areas
and tops you may need to address in your class-
room and lab.

0

Optional
Activity

2

%NI ISO

/
IOptional
ikActivity

3

Optional
Activity

Three of the categoriesinterpretin§ graphics,
vocabulary, and comprehensionhave been iden-
tified as essential to students in vocational-technical
programs, and these are emphasized in this mod-
ule. However, you may want to Select any of the skill
areas that are particularly necessary or appropriate
for the occupational area in which you teach. The
chart, then, can be used to help you plan your read-
ing program.

For further information about the reading process and your role in the teach-
ing of reading, you may wish to read the following supplementary reference:
Herber, Teaching Reading in Content Areas, pp. 1-36.

For further information about how you might improve your own reading skills,
you may wish to arrange through your resource person to meet with a read-
ing specialist who can assess your reading performance and suggest mate-
rials and/or programs through which you can improve your skills, if neces-
sary.

For information on how to construct an informal reading test using your own
vocational-technical instructional materials, you may wish to read the follow-
ing supplementary reference: Schwartz, "Can Your Students Read Their
Textbooks?" Florida Vocational Journal. This article describes the proce-
dures for developing a "maze test" based on materials from your own occu-
pational program.

14 16



The following items check your comprehension of the material in the infor-
mation sheet, Technical Reading in Vocational Programs, pp. 9-14. Each of
the four items requires a short essay-type response. Please explain fully, but
briefly.

SELF-CHECK
1. Why is it important that all teachers in all content areas gain competence in the teaching of technical

reading skills?

2. Explain th3 difference between a reading specialist's approach and purpose in teaching reading, and
that of a vocational-technical instructor.



3. What are some of the ways by which the teaching of technical reading skills can be incorporated within
a vocational program?

4. Assume that you have met a vocational-tech cal instructor who says she isn't interested in her stu-
dents' reading abilities. Her students, she clai s, should have learned to read long before they reached
her program.. She feels that, if students have tr ble reading the materials in her program, it is a problem
they must solve on their own. What could you say to this instructor to try to convince her that her views
are mistaken?
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Compare your written responses to the self-check items with the model an-
swers given below. Your responses need not exactly duplicate the model
answers; however, you should have covered the same major points.

MODEL ANSWERS
1. Teaching technical reading skills in all content

areas is important because each subject may
have different reading requirements. Each may
have its own vocabulary, distinctive requirements
for comprehension, and unique materials.

Students are taught only beginning-level reading
skills In the elementary schools. As they move
through the curriculum, they must be taught how
to extend these skills to read the specialized ma-
terials in each new subject. The teachers of the
various content areas are experts in their sub-
jects and, therefore, are best prepared to help
students learn how to read their particular mate-
rials.

2. A reading specialist's primary job is to teach stu-
dents who have severe reading problems and
who need help in acquiring basic reading skills.
The approach used is first to assess the stu-
dents' reading abilities to determine where their
weaknesses lie and then to find appropriate ma-
terials with which to remediate those weak-
nesses.

A vocational-technical instructor's purpose in
teaching reading is to help all students in the pro-
gram to develop the skills they need to read the
technical materials that are part of that program.
The approach used is first to analyze the mate-
rials to determine what skills are required in or-
der to read, understand, and apply the informa-

4 tion. Then the instructor can help students adapt
reading skills they may already have or develop
new ones, as required by the materials.

Some occupations (e.g., tool and die making) re-
quire that workers be able to read complex
tables. Other occupations (e.g., nursing) require
that practitioners know a great many difficult
technical terms. Vocational-technical instructors
must plan to teach the specific technical reading
skills that students in their programs must have
in order to succeed.

3. The teaching of technical reading skills might
take place in any part of the vocational program
and at any time. It is not set aside as a special
activity conducted at some specific time (e.g., a
30-minute session each Friday afternoon). The
teaching of reading should be incorporated
within the teaching of occupational skills or in re-
lated lessons.

Vocational teachers can introduce the meaning
of new technical terms during a clsss discussicn.
They can have students practice reading step-
by-step,instructions as part of project work. They
can set up exercises in which students must find
technical information by using the index of their
textbook.

This kind of approach to reading can, of course,
help students with their present studies. Equally
important, it can help prepare them for the future,
when they will need to continue to update their
occupational knowledge and skills.

4. Vocational-technical instructors have a fine rep-
utation for being concerned about the needs of
the students in their programs. This instructor
needs to consider that students' reading needs
should be no exception. Knowing each individU-
ales reading level, reading strengths. or special
problems allows an instructor to adapt the pro-
gram to meet student needs.

The adaptation might be something as basic as
changing the textbook so that it is at the right
level of difficulty for most of the students. It might
be something as personal as working with one or
two students to increase their technical vocabu-
lary. This instructor can do this only if she has
information about students' reading skills.

She also needs to understand how important it is
for her to work cooperatively with reading spe-
cialists. Students who have severe problems
need to be referred to such staff for remedial as-
sistance. Reading deficiencies are likely to be
obstacles to success throughout a student's life.
Thus, this instructor has a responsibility to be a
part of the schoolwide effort to assist students in
removing those obstacles.
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Level of Performance: Your written responses to the self-check items should have covered the same
major points as the model answers. If you missed some points or have questions about any additional
points you made, review the material in the information sheet, Technical Reacfing in Vocational Programs,
pp. 9-14, or check with your resource person if necessary.

20,
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earning Experience H
OVERVIEW

After cOmpleting the required reeding, devalop
on vocatiOnal Instructional tnatedals.

Iv"

You will be reading the information sheet.
pp. 20-33.

Activity

2

1trir Will be devebping vocabulary exercises based cre an analysis of techni-
cal and specialized vocabulary selected from instructiOnal materials used in
ycktr ovirl Oce*IPOIMEd sPitcial*
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Activity

1

An understanding of specialized and technical vocahulary is essential for
students in every vocational-technical program. Without the necessary vo-
cabulary skills, your students will likely have difficulty succeeding in their
chosen occupations. For information concerning the importance of vocabu-
lary skills and the practical procedures to be followed in developing vocabu-
lary exercises, read the following information sheet.

DEVELOPING VOCABULARY EXERCISES
Each occupational area has its own language.

Before students can comprehend the "plain sense"
of the instructional materials they are to read, they
have to understand the language used. A precise,
working understanding of hundreds of difficult terms
is often crucial.

For example, not knowing the difference between
the terms boring and counterboring can ruin a proj-
ect in a woodworking shop. Not knowing the di ler-
once between the terms acorea (absence of the pu-
pil of the eye) and acoria (absence of the sensation
of satietythat is, never feeling one has had
enough to eat) could make an amusing medical re-
port, but it could spell tragedy in provioing appro-
priate patient care.

Since knowledge of technical terminology is so
important in all vocational-technical programs, vo-
cabulary study should be an integral part of reading
assignments. Significant terms are usually asso-
ciated with (1) the key concepts to be learned,
(2) the important processes to be performed, and
(3) the tools or instruments to be used. For this rea-
son, the identification of major concepts/processes/

Context Clues

tools and key vocabulary words should be an impor-
tant part of the planning you do to teach reading.

You will probably have little trouble in picking out
the words to be taught. You need to look for the fol-
lowing:

New words that have not appeared in the stu-
dents' reading previously
New technical terms.
Complex or compound terms
Everyday words that have a special meaning in
your occupational area
Key words that students must know in order to
understand the particular topic

You also have to decide, based on your knowl-
edge of your students, how many new terms they
can reasonably be expected to learn during any
given period. Having selected the words, you then
must determine how best to teach those words. To
do this, you need to know about types of vocabulary
skills and the kinds of vocabulary exercises you can
use to teach those skills.

Most reading specialists agree that the single
most important vocabulary skill is the use of context
cluesthe ability to search out a word's meaning
from clues given by the other words that surround it.
Little children acquire vocabulary in this way--by
hearing words used over and over again in similar
situations or contexts. Adults continue to learn in
this fashion.

For this reason, it may be difficult to give a precise
meaning for a word we know. When asked to define
a particular word, we may respond, "I can't give you
a definition, but I can use it in a sentence." The way
in which the word is used in the sentence gives
some idea of irc meaningagain, through its place
in the sentence and the meaning of words preced-
ing and following it.

To use context clues effectively, readers must first
recognize the fact that the context can provide clues
to the meaning of an unknown word. They must also
keep in mind that the context may reveal the mean-
ing of a word only partially. In order for the clues to
be helpful, they should be near the word, preferably
within the same sentence or paragraph.

Types of Context Clues
Context clues can be grouped in six categories:

outright definitions, examples, modifiers, restate-
ment, inference, and inference through established
connections. It is not necessarily important that stu-
dents memorize the label for each of these cate-
gories. However, it is important that they know how
to recognize each type of clue and understand how
each reveals the meaning of a word. The following ip
examples describe how each type of clue works.



CONTEXT CLUES

1.OtCeniiion

foamp4s
Koctif era

A, iktsVeatenenk.

Outright definition. This is the easiest context
clue to use, since the purpose of the sentence is to
give a direct definition. The usual pattern is as fol-
lows: the'unknosvn word +. a form of the verb to be
4- a definition. For example:

Cerebral hemorrhage is another name for stroke.

AI In this sentence, the technical term cerebral hem-
orrhage is linked by the word is, which is like an
equal sign, to the word stroke. Rewritten, it could
read as follows:

Cerebral hemorrhage - Stroke

You need to be sure that students recognize the
words that are often used as equal signs: means,
can be defined as, called, termed, and so forth.

Examples. Examples of x,mmonly known things,
with which the reader is likely to be familiar, are also
frequently used as context clues. They are given to
help the reader understand a more general term
with which he/she may not be familiar. Signal words
(e.g., like, such as, for example) are often used with
examples. For instance:

Many legume vegetables, such as navy beans,
soybeans, peas, and lentils, can be dried and
stored for long periods.

This sentence tells the reader that navy beans,
peas, and so on are legume vegetables, helping the
reader to understand the possibly unfamiliar term
legume.

Modifiers. Modifiers may be phrases, clauses, or
single words, often in the form of predicate adjec-
tives. They are intended to give a more precise
meaning to the word they modify. For example:

To cut curves in thin wo'd, one should use a thin-
bladed, fine-toothed scroll saw.

21

In this sentence, the phrase thin-bladed, fine-
toothed modifies, or gives a more precise descrip-
tion of, the term scroll saw.

Restatement. A restatement is announced by
signal words such as that is to say, that is, in other
words, what this means, or to put it ancther way. A
restatement maralso be announced using the word
or, followed by a synonym. Sometimes dashes or
parentheses indicate a restatement. For example:,

Agglutinins are chemicals that agglutinate cells
that is, make them stick together in clumps.

In this example, the restatement tells us that the
word agglutinate means to make something stick
together.

Inference. Inference is the process of gathering
details and "reading between the lines" in order to
perceive relationships that have not been exp:icitly
stated. In other words, no signal words are present
to connect the term with an explanation of its mean-
ing. However, by using reason, logic, and specula-
tion (in short, inference) you can deduce such an
explanation. For example:

The' welding operation should be shielded so that
no one in the vicinity may be in a position to look
directly at the arc or have it shine in his/her eyes.
If someone should accidently become severely
flashed, special treatment should be given at
once by a physician.

In this case, the meaning of the word flashed can
be inferred from two clues. One: The first sentence
shows that it has to do with looking directly at the
extremely bright light of the welding arc. Two: The
fact that a person looking at an arc rnm; need treat-
ment by a physician is an obvious clue that being
flashed is hazardous and can cause severe eye
damage.

Inference through established connections.
This context clue depends on relationships estab-
lished by sentence constructionrepetition of key
words or the use of connecting words that indicate
comparison or contrast. For example:

What lay people call "strokes" or "apoplexy," phy-
sicians call "cerebrovascular accidents."
Teak wood has many of the same uses as black
walnut but is harder to work, lighter in color, and
close-grained and oily rather than open-grained.

In the first example, the common terms and the
technical terms are linked by key words: "What lay
people call . . physicians call. . . ." In the second
example, connecting words indicate how teak con-
trasts with black walnut: ". . . but is harder . . . lighter

close-grained and oily rather than open-
grained."
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Context Clues Exercises
You can design exercises to help students de-

velop skill in using context clues. First, you should
review the materials to be read and pick out ex-
amples of sentences in which the meanings of spe-
cial or technical words are revealed using the differ-
ent types of context dues.

Next, you need to copy each sentence, underlin-
ing or otherwise highlighting the word to be defined.
(In this module, for example, the words to be de-
fined are printed in italics.) Then you can design a
step-by-step procedure to guide students in analyz-
ing each sentence to determine the meaning of the
unknown word. The following is an example of such
a procedure:

1. Ask students to identify any signal words in or-
der to determine what kind of information the
contests providing.

2. Ask' students to point out the clue section of
the sentence.

3. Ask students to analyze the clue section to
identdy possible meanings of the unknown
wo, d.

4. I ,st some "possible meanings from which the
students can select the best or correct mean-
ing.

This procedure may, of course, be carried out as a
class discussion, as well as in the form of a series
of written questions to be answered.

One caution, however. Nbu should not simply pro-
vide a list of sentences, each with the unknown
word highlighted and a multiple choice of possible
definitions to choose from. You must also provide a
step-by-step analysis procedure. If you do not, you
will simply be testing students, not guiding them.

In producing a written exercise, you will need to
attend to certain routine matters. Directions to the
student must be brief but very clear and easy to fol-
low (You can pilot test this with one or two students
to see whether they have any trouble.)

Furthermore, the exercise itself must be free of
mistakes (e.g., spelling, punctuation, or typographi-
cal errors). Finally, the duplication process should
produce copy that is easy to read and attractive. For
variety, different paper colors (other than white)
could be used.

Sample 2 shows an example of one type of con-
text clues exercise. (The answer. keys provided in
this and other samples in the module are for your
use, should you wish to try to complete the exer-
cises yourself.)
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Context Clues in Specialized
Vocabulary

Context clues are often essential in finding the
meanings of specialized vocabulary words. Special-
ized words are those words that have common gen-
eral meanings, but that have different and highly
specific meanings when used in a given subject
area.

Consider the word radical, for e)6mple. To a
nursing instructor, radical surgery means the most
extensive surgery available for the condition. To a
mathematics teacher, radical pertains to a root. To a
social studies teacher, it means favoring drastic po-
litical or social ideas.

There are many such specialized words in voca-
tional education. In auto mechanics, the following
are examples of everyday words with specialized
meanings: bleeding, bounce, shimmy, race, and
tramp. In machine shop, such ordinary words as
backlash, female, journal, and worm take on special
meanings. Sample 3 shows some words that take
on special meanings when used in carpentry.

24
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SAMPLE 2

CONTEXT CLUES p(ERCISE

%.Vcietkmai.Prognurt: flood Srvices,

Directions: in reading technknirnatertairk it to know how to search out the meaning& of new word
from clues given In the sentenOt. Rawl 04eintendi that foliows. salt:hen &Draw the queistiona About
Circle the best responses to Items 1-5. Write out your response to item 6,

1. What word are we, to define?
a. Wow b. fotribrious-

2. What words in the ae , too that "me, kradvralgIn.W,bliCankM1
a. veg6;ables such as

3. What kind of information you expect to folkne this algrrali
a. opposites - sump ,les

4. According to this &enfants!. whet do hiyI bison.* **ea* 0.11,
a. Tnily are legumes. T 0. They are Wait

5. What might be another kitgof legunie segeteible .

a hominy b. popcorn. 000 buena
6. If you work in food sernces. what does this Sentence tell you about airtnIg NW biome?

7

1,4101 o 101 Patois Poo Papp oq ueo Aeu (9) :a (9) 1.11; (p) :q ki) v.) :3 co ,..AN pub

SAMPLE 3

EVERYDAY lAi
OCCUPAT

Apron

Hip

Sleeper
Valley

Run

t.0170t0OCt

Th0 Proieotkti Pert of the body forined
the*Se th

A PerOff *to
A long, kw area betweerf$10
fak1S

two

Ground Earth or soil
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Since students may already know the general
meanings of such words, you must be sure that they
understand the special ways in which these words
are used in the occupation. Sample 4 shows one
way to design an exercise for this purpose.

There are a variety of other approaches you can
use to help students identify the special ways words
are used in the occupation. For example, you might
ask them to derive the meaning from context clues.
Or you could ask them to refer to a dictionary or
glossary for help.

Structural Analysis

Depending on the age level and sophistication of
your students and the complexity of the specialized
vocabulary in your occupational area, you may not
need to devote an exercise to this. A straigntforward
handoutpresenting each word, its general mean-
ing, and its specialized meaningmay suffice.

In sample 3, the specialized uses of words in car-
pentry become obvious when compared with other
meanings. However, unless you make these differ-
ences obvious, students may not realize that the
terms are specialthat they are used by other oc-
cupations, professions, or the g.sneral public in dif-
ferent ways.

Another important way to unlock the approximate
meanings of wvds is by structural analysis, or
studying the word parts. Some words can be divided
into parts called roots, prefixes, and suffixes. A root
is the base or fundamental part of a word (e.g., port,
which means "to carry"). A root can often stand
alone as a word. Some words, by the way, are com-
posed of two roots.

A prefix is a letter or sequence of letters that
comes before a root, as in the word transport. Its
function is to change or modify the meaning of the
root. Trans is a Latin prefix meaning "moss" Thus,
transport means to carry across. Exit a Latin prefix
meaning -out of." Thus, export Means to carry out
of.

A suffix comes after the root. A suffix may entirely
change the meaning of a word, but its usual function
is to change the part of speech of the base word.
For example:

trans + port ed - past tense of the verb
transport

trans + port + ation = noun; the act of trans-
porting

trans + port ,+ able - adjective; capable of
being transported

trans + port + er = noun; one who trans -
pods

Prefixes and suffixes are not usually derived from
English words. Rather, they derive from other lan-
guages, such as Latin or Greek. A good dictionary
is a great help in analyzing words, because it gives
the meanings of prefixes and suffixes as well as
whole words.

A knowledge of prefixes and suffixes is extremely
helpful in figuring out the meanings of new words.
Knowledge of such prefixes as auto-, bio-, hydro-,
lith-, photo-, pneumo-, and others can reveal the
meanings of hundreds of words, including the tech-
nical terms used in various occupational programs.
Understanding. such common suffixes as -ability,
-meter, -ology, and -chrome can unlock the mean-
ings of hundreds more.

Allied health program materials, for instance, con-
tain hundreds of tt.rms that can be difficult to learn.
However, mastering these terms can be simplified
to a great extent if students know how to dissect the
words and analyze their pads.

For example, the root cyto means cell. Most pre-
fixes attached to this root word describe the cell in
some way: erythrocyte means red blood cell; leu-
kocyte means white blood cell. Suffixes give other
information about the cell: cyt ogenesis is the begin-
ning or development of cells; cytology is the study
of cells.

Sample 5 show; how the process of word analy-
sis can be used to derive the meaning of words
drawn from various other technical fields. As can be
seen in this sample, there are limitations to the use
of structural analysis. When a word is broken into its
parts, and each part is defined with its Greek or
Latin meaning, the result will be a literal translation.
This may be quite different from the act ial meaning
of the word.

For example, photography - photo + graph -
light writing. While this analysis does hint at the pro-
cess of photography. it is only a hint.
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SAMPLE 4
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VOCABULARY.
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SAMPLE 5

WORb ANALYSIS

Tachomstsr

chrooescops

Vitrification

Cirrometks

1410101011

Isometric

Analysis

Tech°, Speed
Meter -F Measuring instrument

Time
;=. initrument

lab

Chrona.
Scot*

Moaning

Device to measure speed of engine

Device to mea.sure very short lengths
of time

Conversion into gle0

,,Pertaining to color

Roai with mdrigilire parts that Oft it in the
water
Perspective drawing with all dlinen-
sions to scale

Such an oblique hint might be confusing if stu-
dents were trying to figure out the meaning of a to-
tally unknown word, In cases like that, students may
first need to be taught the definition of the new word.
Then, they could use their knowledge of word parts
1 f to help them grasp the meaning of the word, and

(2) as a device for remembering the meaning of the
word In that way, technical terms should begin to
make a lot more sense to them.

Another problem with structural analysis is that
some prefixes have two or more. often unrelated,
meanings For example, in- means "not" in such
words as indirect. it means "into" in such words as

A third problem with structural analysis is that the
initial letters in some words look like prefixes when
they aren't, as in the words equipage and equine.
Him is not a prefix meaning "equal in these words.

'

Despite these limitations, structural analysis can
be a useful method for figuring out word meanings.
This skill, like that of using context clues, involves a
problem-solving approach to word study.

26

Structural Analysis Exercises
As with any other reading skill, you can help your

students develop skill in analyzing word parts.
Therefore. when you review program materials to
prepare your instructional plans, you should note
vocabulary words that lend themselves to structural
analysis and then develop appropriate exercises.

You should avoid simply giving a list of prefixes
and suffixes for students to memorize-, -although ul-
timately you will want them to memorize the ones
common to their occupational field. The exercise
shown in sample 6 illu3trates one approach to the
teaching of word parts.



SAMPLE 6

WORD PARTS EXERCISE
"rt,F4'1,1,

.7

Directions: Clues to the meanklgs of num' medical WOWS
Part 1 the meanings of a nurnher of Pnoftest mak roni
each word listed In Part 2,` do the following:

Find clues to the trtellIfif lig of the wad by 004031010Atielik$1401is
sometimes omitted Sobel word parts: This is
clatkm.)
Write your literal irrwraistion Mitt° to wotd,:in the
Look up tto actual definition Of the wont ill is
Mite the dictionary definition motto the Wit in Th. Agiitcrhind

ff f

Compare the two defiltions of the wc41,7-

in

Part 1:

Prefixes

ervthro- .= red
leuko- white
a- or an- without deficient
PhErge- =J eat

inside, within
pert- = around
tri- three
bi- tiro, double
semi- = half

Pad 2:

lechnicall

1. erythraaykl
(erythro + cylo)

2. 4euktxyte
(leuko + cyto)

3. leukocytesis
(batik° + cyto osis),

04/:. 0.4 r*t4.1 4fl'f;:ff ic.1.414.04y4,05.
't41.0041

4. !suit
(Wilke + penis)

5. anemia
(an + mks)

6. phagocyte
(phage + cyto)

Abe trtiQd

w .. a iicac4 ter

0114114$ ks% hweema5143100n

c-hcur-44-4ier ty
IrsizeXfiNkr 0.ed ;La rt Is4.4rilars cieTar

a
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Oral Vocabulary Instruction

Not all exercises need to be written. Much of your
vocabulary instruction can occur during the discus-.
sion of reading assignmer .s. Often, through discus-
sion, students can be led to organize the knowl-
edge that they already have about words in order to
discover the meaning of a new word.

For instance, the term traction is found in a num-
ber of different occupational programs. After writing
the word on the board. you could ask if someone
sees a smaller, familiar root word within the new
word-- in this case. tract. Next, you can ask stu-
dents to identify other words that have tract as a
root or base. and you can list those words as stu-
dents think of them. For example:

tractor distraction
attract contract

contractor
'Arbtract extract
protractor

Then. you can ask students to analyze the mean-
ings of these words. What does a tractor do? It pulls

things. Tract or - pulls + something or some-
one. The other words can be analyzed in the same
manner.

at
de
ex
con

tract
tract
tract
tract

pulls toward
- pulls away

pulls out
pulls together or with

To get back to the key word, traction can then be
translated as "the act of pulling." From this brief dis-
cussion, you will not only have taught a "new" word,
you will also have helped students to see relation-
ships they may never have seen before between
new words and other words they already know

By helping students form a pattern of past Knowl-
edge, you help them to create a place--a context
for the new knowledge. Whenever they see another
new word that has the root tract In it, they can im-
mediately associate it with all the others they know.
As a result, they probably will be able to figure out
its meaning. Opportunities for this type of word
study present themselves almost daily.
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Word Puzzles and Games

Vocabulary exercises involving word puzzles and
games can also be used to teach students new
words and their meanings. In addition, they can help
students review the meanings of words they have
already learned. Students tend to enjoy word
games.

The following are some word puzzles and games
you can devise:

Hidden word puzzles (several rows of letters in
which 'words are hidden vertically, horizontally,
and diagonally)
Word scrambles (scrambled letters to be re-
arranged to form words, often with the defini-
tions given as clues)
Crossword puzzles
Anagrams (words to be rearranged to form new
words)
Simple acrostics (lists of words in which sets of
letterse.g., the first or last in each word
form a word or phrase)
Analogies (two pairs of words with similar rela-
tionships, in which one pair is comp.ete and
one has a word Missing; the word must be sup-
plied by determining its relationship to the other
word in the pair)

A simple acrostic and a set of analogies are illus-
trated in samples 7 and 8.

You won't want to use word games all the time,
but on occasion they can be usefulfor example,
when a student has finished one activity but does
not have time to start the next one. Word games can
be used to add variety to your instruction. A word
game can even be used as part of a written test, if
students are given sufficient time to complete it.
Ideas for games of this type may often be found in
professional magazines devoted to your vocational-
technical area.
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SAMPLE 8

ANALOGIES EXERCISE

vscat icaud Program. Home Economics

Directions: Find the missing yourself questions like these:
Egg is to protein as wheat is to what?
What is the falathip of egg ti) protein?
Wheat must have?asiniliar i*tionstiii) to some

1.
protein

2. tkinim
cotton

3. orange juice
vitamin C

4. braise sh
beef roast

se56 (14 :V %hiller (c) :100/4 (3) !GPAIPAtiogivo (Cl :UN iitasulf
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Analyzing Vocabulary

As mentioned previously, the first step in devel-
oping vocabulary exercises is to carefully read the
materials you are going to assign. As you read, you
can identify the technical and special words you feel
are essential to an understanding of the information.
After you have made a list of those words and ana-
lyzed how they are presented in the .materials, you
then need to determine how to teach them.

Are the words in sentences that provide context
clues as an aid to discovering their meaning? Is
there a drawing, cartoon, or picture of some sort that
might illustrate the meaning in some way? Does the
term lend itself to structural analysis? in other
words, are there key suffixes, or other word parts
involved?

If none of these methods apply, is the term de-
fined in the glossary of the text? Sometimes, none
of these aids are available. At other times, more

than one will be present. Mau will have to decide on
the most efficient method to use.

The vocabulary analysis chart shown in sample 9
provides a useful format for analyzing instructional
materials for vocabulary difficulties. Since this
should be done for each reading assignment, you
may wish to duplicate copies of such a chart for use
on a regular basis. You should use the following
steps to guide your use of the chart:

1. Review the text chapter or other assigned
reading and select the new vocabulary words
you wish to teach.

2. -Analyze the text to determine how the words
are used or explained there.

3. Decide what strategies might be best to use in
teaching the words to your students.

4. Note what you must do to prepare for the
learning activity.

32
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SAMPLE 9
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Using instructional materials from your own occupational specialty, find ex-
amples of technical and specialized vocabulary words. Select at least ten
words and list them in the right -hand column of the Vocabulary Analysis
Chart, p. 35.
Next, complete the analysis chart, determining (1) how each word is used in
the text and, thus (2) which would be the most efficient vocabulary exer-
cise(s) to use.
Then, using the same ten words, prepare at leas, two of the following three
types of written exercises to develop students' vocabulary skills:

Context clues exercise
Structural analysis exercise
Word puzzle or game

\bur choice of exercises will also be affected by their applicability to your
occupational area.
For example, instructors in health occupations and agriculture might choose
structural analysis, because combined words and words constructed of iden-
tifiable word parts are used frequently in these fields.

Those in TIM and home economics, on the other hand, may choose context
clues, because so much of the terminology in these fields can be related to
commonly known words.

You may use the formats of the sample exercises provided in the information
sheet, Developing VoCabulary Exercises, pp. 20-33, as models.

After you have completed jour vocabulary exercises, arrange to have your
resource person review and evaluate your exercises. Give him/her the, Vo-
cabulary Exercises Checklist, p. 37, to use in evaluating your work.
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VOCABULARY EXERCISES CHECKLIST

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that
each of the following performance components was not accomplished, par-
tially accomplished, or fully accomplished. If, because of special circum-
stances, a performance component was not applicable, or impossible to exe-
cute, place an X in the N/A box.

Name

Resource Per=

In preparing the vocabulary exercises, the teacher:
1. listed ten appropriate specialized and technical terms found within the

instructional materials

2. analyzed the materials to determine how each word was used (i.e.,
whether it could be defined through cxintext dues or key word parts)

3. selected two exercises for teaching or reviewing the terms, which
were appropriate based on the analysis made

The vocabulary exercises developed by the teacher:
4. were pitched at the right level for the intended audience

5. included all the information the students needed in order to learn the
terms

6. included clear directions

7. were technically well produced:
a. free of errors

b. easy to read

c. attractive

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

niin
n

Ili Elri
nnu

Level of Performance: All items must receive FULL or N/A responses. If any item receives a NO or
PARTIAL response, review the material in the information sheet, Developing Vocabulary Exercises, pp.
20-33, revise your exercises accordingly, or check with your resource person if necessary.
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Activity To read without comprehending is rather like eating without digestingnei-
ther accomplishes its purpose. For information concerning the need for com-
prehension skills, as well as practical procedures to be followed in develop-
ing comprehension exercises, read the following information sheet.

DEVELOPING COMPREHENSION SKILLS
Understanding what you re:A while you are read-

ing itthat's comprehension. Reading is the pro-
cess of translating symbols into ideas. It sounds
simple, but it is a complex process. There are a
number of abilities involved in reading, including
those that follow

Ability to understand graphic symbols. This
means students must be able to make sense out of
the little black letters printed on a page. In addition,
they must be able to understand the meaning of
lines, numerals, and drawings on a chart or dia-
gram. Vocational-technical subjects are loaded with
symbols that students must understand in order to
complete a task.

Ability to react to sense images (sight, sound,
taste, touch, and smell) suggested by words.
While reading a description of a plant, for example,
a horticulture student should be able to form a men-
tal picture of the healthy plant, the color and the
smell of its blossoms, the texture of its leaves, and
the taste of its fruit.

Ability to perceive relationships. Students
must be able to distinguish between cause and ef-
fect, general and specific, whole and part, smaller
and larger. In many occupational areas, it is partic-
ularly important to understand time and sequence
(e.g.. what must happen first, second, and third in a
critical nursing procedure).

Ability to follow directions. Vocational-technical
students must be able to read a series of instruc-
tions and then take a course of action. Sometimes
the directions are . mplex, and most times there is
little room for error. Therefore, words must not be
misunderstood, and parts cannot be overlooked.
The skill of following directions does not come nat-
urally; it must be learned.

Ability to understand written units of increas-
ing size. Students need to understand not only the
meanings of individual words, but hcvi they are
used in phrases, sentences, and paragraphs. As the
wniten unit gets larger, the diffirulties of comprehen-
sion tend to increase. You may, need to help stu-
dents read a whole paragraph or book section, for
example. to get the most out of it.

11111L=se

1 t,

Ability to make inferences and draw conclu-
sions. This means that students must go beyond
the facts presented in the reading and try to antici-
pate the results or effects that might follow It is a
simple matter, for example, for a retailing student to
read that the price of copper has gone up dramati-
cally. It is much more difficult for the student to de-
termine What that means in terms of the sale of
electrical appliances or the design of plumbing sup-
plies.

There are a number of other abilities that are in-
volved in reading comprehension, but the ones cited
give some idea of their variety and complexity. You
need to understand the problems that students face
in comprehending technical materials and to ensure
that students possess the skills needed.

Teaching comprehension skills does not neces-
sarily require that you develop special activities or
exercises, however. For the most part, these skills
can be taught or improved through brief comments,
questions, or directions provided during the usual
course of instruction.
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Levels of Comprehension
There are three leVels of comprehension: literal,

interpretive, and applied. literal means word-for-
word. At the literal level of comprehension, there-
fore, one is looking for the exact meaning of the
words. To do this, students need to be able to iden-
tify the main ideas, spot relevant details, observe
sequence, follow directions, and note conclusions.

To interpret means to go beyond what the text ac-
tually says to what it really means. Thus, at the in-
terpretive level of comprehension, one determines
the author's purpose, notices causes and effects
that may not have been directly stated, makes infer-
ences, draws conclusions, and so forth. In other
words, students need to be able to read between the
lines and fill in the gaps left by the author.

At the applied level, one uses the information the
author has provided to do somethingrebuild an
engine, construct a porch, give a blood test. Since

Attie ability "to do"to perform occupational skills
is a primary goal of all vocational-technical pro-
grams, developing reading comprehension skills to
this level is an absolute necessity.

Reading for Main Ideas and Details
The most basic skill in reading comprehension is

the ability to identify the main ideas and important
details. This skill is founded upon accurate compre-
hension of technical terms and phrases, which is
why vocabulary development is essential. Without
the ability to find main ideas and details, students
cannot hope to figure out the author's meaning or
recall information in order to apply it to a job or task.

In your program, you might begin work on com-
prehension with the job sheets (or other written ma-
terials) that students will need to use in the labora-
tory or on the job. You can simply present the
material and then ask several questions about it that
stress rain ideas and details.

Sample 10 shows an automotive job sheet. By
using this as a basis, the instructor could ask stu-
dents (orally or in writing) the following kinds of
questions to get at the main New presented:

1. What job does this sheet describe?
2. The sheet uses the terms ignition points,

breaker points, and contact-point assemblies.
What are the differences, if any?

3. Before you begin adjusting the breaker-point
gap, what must be done?

41

4. What does the word lead mean when used in
the term condenser :ead or in the term lead
battery?

5. Why don't you tighten the lock screw as soon
as you install the contact-point assembly?

6. What is an eccentric adjustment screw?
7. How do you know the correct gap width for the

automobile you are working on?
8. What does this job sheet say about how to get

the rubbing block on the high point of the cam?
9. What is the last thing you do before reinstalling

the rotor and cap?

You can also help students develop their skills in
finding main ideas and details by selecting key para-
graphs from other class materials (e.g., textbooks,
learning guides, information sheets) and developing
questions about them. You should start with rela-
tively simple, straightforward selections. Then you
can gradually increase the complexity and difficulty
of your selections to include a wide variety of tech-
nical materials.

Sample 11 illustrates a comprehension exercise
using a fairly simple .reading selection and related
questions.

Reading for Organization
Most information in textbooks and teaming guides

is (or should be) presented using basic patterns that
stress a relationship among the ideas. In order for
students to gain the mzerimum amount of meaning
from their reading, they must be able to recognize
the patterns and understand the relationships. Fol-
lowing are descriptions of the basic patterns.

Time sequence. In this pattern, events or proce-
dures are organized in the sequence (or order) in
which they take place. It might be an historical se-
quence. For example:

The vacuum tube was invented in the early part of
the century, transistors were developed later, and
recently microprocessor chips have come into
use.

This type of pattern is often employed in describing
a technical process that takes place over time. For
example:

The heated steel will first have a dull cherry-red
color. Then, as heat continues to be applied, it will
begin to turn bright red, then orange, and then yel-
low. Finally, it will turn white and sparks will begin
to fly.
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1. What is the most important skill to develop to prepare kir-any-Job?

are:;?.1,
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Comparison contrast. In this pattern, the author
rmiv show similarities and differences between con-
cepts with which the reader is already familiar and a
new concept. For example:

A mango has the orange-colored flesh of a peach
but is much stronger and spicier in flavor.

Another device used is advantages disadvantages.

SAMPLE 12

COMPARISON/CONTRAST EXERCISE

And differences in characteristics or purposes can
also be used. For example:

A monkey wrench is a convenient al:-purpose
tool. whereas an open-end Wrench is used where
strength and good fit are important

Sample 12 shows an exercise using comparison
contrast

Directione: The: fOktwilt PO*. 00#tee kin* *fieSeettkin on coin In OlefOr
A great deal of infotniation le dithstroct 10.1hitipOttiOn Of the chst6st,: KO' of the
deals with the convection a wo :Owed on their'
passage the',*leetittl4 Oat ,f0001footia,.

. .. .

...

in writing to the'fOur duastiOns., : '

studied.

lt has been breutfh!,auf the-some turbine engines trois nianutwturer, was deelaMog a. *Vet NO-
use the axial flow of 117:Oppressor, Wftensae:iiefv. ttitainti engine, things miOht leck'quiti diffev
ars use the centrifugal flew hmo., In order for theAn- ant. Ondsv those conditions, heishe isnlOpl decide to
gins manufacturer to ,eitolsol Vtis .084 tunpreesor ussian axial coinpre*F. Tha *alai llOw COM-
tyPe for an tvWshe MO* Welph. tott tittieto- wee* taw VI Patelc 0100110011 Aggluds1 snuoP

rages against the,disedi*Oesjorj0001.
If the manufacturer Wait deSiOnfing a

Power turbine englne he/she rnighttleitide to tlee'S
cent Algal . flow cornpusesor..:, Thes.pentrifugal
commissar offers high
good efficiencies Over. a',,i000
range, simplicity, and 101,cost of n*iniff*tifa,
weighty an4 low.

fronfataree for va. Olovsn aiMdig and inete*Sed Power
kV:metal* ounter
fugal 00W COMPrelear, :90 other

low . efficienditis 44, aktutiac large
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1. What are the two types of aimpressor

a, n.,mat f teitAin .

2. What two types of engine aptgloation are they be4ng related tol'

a. .5f-r, R. I I

3. Enter the name of the compressor
spaces below

\compressor type

Col\pressor type

b.

ON, the eiVne, opitoatio' tn. S
4

Oatneamtication -671.f%

agopitcatiect

4. For the two engine applications, fife 011ie diart Wow with the ippkilble
pressor type and the

ENGINE APPLICATION
Small, Low-Power

ADVANTAGES

144.1 maw. fist.
Per staie,

Timsaure. rig.
r

mr

>43v4 *car
Dower retie iretrit

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Cause and effect. This pa.. ftern of organization is
often used in technical literature that 6eals with
iroubleshooting or with adjusting mechanisms. For
example:

Turn the ad, istment knob to the right [cause] .

to increase the height of the flame [effect].
A loud hum (effect] . may be the result of a poor
ground in the circuit [cause].

Students need to develop skill in spotting arid
using the cause anti -effect relationship. Sample 13
shows a cause -arid -effect exercise from the field of
nursing

SAMPLE 13
r

Step-by-step procedure. One of the most prey,
alent organizational patterns used iii vocational-
technical materials is that of describing technical
procedures in a step-by-step sequence. A great
many procedures lend themselves to this pattern.
However, the written steps are not always clearly la-
beled Step 1, Step 2, Step 3, arid so on. Students
may need help in discerning step-by-step instruc-
tion, especially when it is obscured in a narrative
form. For example:

It is important to hold the pilot light button down
for one minute before lighting the main burner

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Simple listing. Lists of facts, characteristics,
safety precautions, do's and don'ts, and other items
are very common in vocational-technical materials.
The items on a list may be presented in some spe-
cific order (e.g., importance, time), or they may be
presented in random order.

Categorization. Grouping things by some shared
characteristic is used particularly in descriptive in-
formation. For example, in describing woods the
categories might be as follows: type of grain (open-
grained/close-grained), hardness, texture, color,
and so on. Categorization can help the reader deal
more effectively with a large number of facts.

Helping Students to Recognize Patterns
Since good writers want to be understood, they

use steal words to let the reader know what pat-
tern they are using. The emphasis in teaching stu-
dents to observe paragraph organization, then, is on
noting the key words that indicate the patterns being
used and seeing relationships 'among the ideas
being presented.

Such words as first, next, third, and finally are
clues that the author is listing details or steps in a
procedure. By contrast, on the other hand, how-
ever, and yet are signals of comparison/contrast
statements. Clues to chronological organization are
such words as initially, then, soon, later, after that,
and at last.

Directing students' attention to signal words
within paragraphs can greatly aid them in reading
longer selections, since whole chapters are often or-
ganized in this way. Sample 14 illustrates a para-
graph organized in terms of time. The author has
used clear signal words (e.g., then, later, after that)
to indicate this pattern.

You can design some exercises so that, when the
exercise is finished, students will have produced a
table, flow chart, or some visual representation of
the relationship of the ideas presented.

If students can complete a chart such as the one
in sample 12 or 13, for example, they will have ex-
tracted the most important information and reduced
it to a simpler, more usable form. After they have
completed the reading and the chart, they can more
easily refer to the chart for this important information
than if they had to go back and wade through the
materials again.

By constructing exercises of this type, you are not
only helping students read the materials at hand,
but you are also aiding them in note takingin mak-
ing their own materia,s for future reference and re-
view

47

Using Questioning Techniques
Students' comprehension skills can also be de-

veloped by asking good oral questions or other
items in class discussions. Good questioning items
should be stated so that students are required to
use information WI responding, not simply to give
back information they have been given. Your items
should lead students to discover facts, compare and
contrast, identify assumptions and opinions, notice
cause and effect, analyze, synthesize, draw conclu-
sions, find alternatives, solve problems, illustrate
with examples, and so forth.

The list in sample 15 provides exams of ques-
tioning items grouped in six categories. The key
words, around which you should build your own
items, are printed in italics. The examples may help
you formulate items in your vocational-technical
area on a wide range of cognitive (knowledge) lev-
els. You can use such items in either written exer-
cises or oral discussions.

In addition, most reading assignments in the vo-
cational-technical areas require students to use
many reading skills at various levels. Therefore,
when reviewing your program materials to prepare
reading assignments, you should consider the skills
needed to comprehend the materials. Vau can then
prepare exercises or questions to help students de-
velop the skills they need in order to "get" the con-
tent. The length, complexity, and type of compre-
hension exercises will vary according to students'
abilities and the content requirements.

The reading comprehension exercises you de-
velop should be very carefully worked out. It is n-
terproductive, at best, to give students further d ffi-.
aunties in the form of the exercise itself. As yibu
develop these exercises, you should keep in mind
the qualities rf a good exercise, as follows:

The directions for completing the exercise
should be simple, clear, and brief. The student
should not be confused about what he/she is
expected to do.
They nature of the desired response should be
clear and unambiguous. Let the student know
whether to fill in the blank beside each item with
one word, a complete sentence, or a para-
graph. If there is a time limit, say so. It is very
helpful to "pilot test" your exercise by trying to
complete it yourself or, better still, by asking
someone else (e.g., a student or colleague) to
try it out for you.
As always, the exercises should be well pro-
duwd. There must be no errors of grammar,
usage, or spelling. The duplicated copy should
be easy to read, well laid out, and attractive.
The appearance of the exercise should stimu-
late students' interest, not defy them to figure it
out.
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SAMPLE 14

COMPREHENSION EXERCISE: TIME SEQUENCE

74 net Ortolan:nu Corpeptry

Diaatti Oile: Reed the pa ntrtOti that foltovre and then respend In writing, to the two Reins,
,

Carpenter* are imrelVed in almost every phase cf c- Later, they blind or install .stairs and built-in cabi-
erecting a honia other bonding. WI, they WO- ;+ r. After that, thoy trim the house inside and out

Then, they
stnictAvt ,ft* foOn0 Ofid iesit 4p, they take of hundreds of details to corn-

., sittic40 e the hivse and make 4 ready for occupancy
the root
1.. Underlins the.-sh)nal .that indicate different phases of construction in which carpenters are in-

'

2. .Following is a fiat different things carpentars do, during the construction of a house. They are in
iumbMd otter. Stanbet this Owe (1.2, 3, 4, 5) in the proper sequence, using the space provided beside
teach step.

BUN stairs

Canstruct formwork

Take care of-hundreds of final cfistalls

Trim Wogs

t 'a '9 'a te (a) :Aileuld Ian lueql t) :AON JeMOUV
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SAMPLE 15

EXAMPLES OF QUESTIONING ITEMS
4411114

Reporting Facts i; SOM. Problaw
,

Who invented retovabfe metal type? , Deteetop efootpkinioy * wow estrigt
What is the active ing(Mitta in PhOt9 t1eV;a4' AM* the WOO tit YOLtraarnittetledover? 0 '' , reorganktatiati tit *Ali.* t
Whale is adobe constrUction most Wed? Plan a
When ar `bile itimissiohs niOrerneint$ 14 Sobs** Øi
schedui6d to be tightened 0?

olk DenvolOatto riVP-410 011 If6
Define the term I'case hdidenk19.7 tar MaiOr MAWS ,. . ..

Descnbe the aPpeanmae of a obsc, SuhltOti

identify the most commOn quit:Mar t:i:magairita 141/1410. 41"t
from those on a givert-itit. Calla*
List four types of catpenterit *Wit '"

rnk

Okatincsistr- biattvatirta Name the bast p$1 of IhrikaosiO0 1"O mineasenentthe drawing.
Show the dais salvias of sti ditsrer4, 1109f -8

*Wpm
covering materlititt.. Hir""7
Tell how surf** Instrumento are *witted in I:4741*MM. (41,1 11;6
the dodoes office. Cretwe a new 6101
Wife the formula for bompuliN the total *bum twato fe
squares. Deiiikei, a

trom dettydratibri.

Demonstrating

the quiiiiitY0 offs* PnriiiP9 Anti
tarsal printing.
Contrast computer-assiataci drafting with trd
tonal drafting methods.

fit Explain ttie chemical' arid iStpCittili..th 24" le 4,2

9. 2 14' 4 , , V5 '
sY
iilustrate Ole
nation!.

' In
five,
{attethe

N

It* 01,
9 45 4S 't

6 011
9

bric*Work through .fy

"St

Vt ;f
4111'

9 P,

" 4
',1' '7,

transior
sr

V*NA-7t,,m4.

O What IS the
trees?

,

44. v ?

111411,, rf V. , ft. I';

.444,9,) t*tt'' tr'tirt;e3
4'a ill, .4 'tor
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SOW ifutructional materiels from your own occupational specialty, and use
those materials as a basis in developing four comprehension exercises.

First, select four paragraphs, one ilknitrating each of the following organiza-
tional patterns: time sequence, simple listing, cause and effect, and compar-
ison/contrast. Then copy each paragraph and devise an exercise appropriate
for its pattern.

The exercises should stress etude its' ability (1) to determine which organi-
zational pattern is used and (2) to Identify main ideas and details. If possible,
have students develop a chart, dagrain, or other visual representation as
part of at least one of your exercises.

After you have completed your four comprehension exercises, arrange to
have your resource person review and evaluate your exercises. Give ;Am/
her the Comprehension Exercises Checidist, p. 51, to use in evaluating your
work.
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COMPREHENSION EXERCISES CHECKLIST
Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that
each of the following performance components was not accomplished, par-
tially accomplished, or fully accomplished. If, because of special circum-
stances, a performance component was not applicable, or impossble to exe-
cute, place an X in the N/A box.

Name

Resource Person

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

, AP 441 444.Each of the comprehension exercises:
1. was appropriate to the selected occupational reading materials on

which it was based El 0 El
2. was appropriate to the maturity level and reading abilities of the stu-

dents for which it was intended El D
3. accurately dealt with the organizational pattern on which it was 0fo-

cused ri El
4. required students to comprehend the material inorder to complete the

exercise correctly E.] 0 El
5. included clear and easy-to-follow directions for the students

6. was clear regarding the type of response desired

7. was free of errors and attractively presented 0 El El
The four comprehension exercises:

8. included at least one appropriate chart, diagram, etc., for students to
Elcomplete CI

9. involved responses at various levels of COmprelienSion

10. were varied in regard to content and approach

Leval of Performance: All items must receive FULL or N/A responses. If any item receives a NO or
PA' rim. response, review the material in the information sheet, Developing Comprehension Skills, pp.
4C. -49, revise your exercises accordingly, or check with your resource person if necessary.
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Learning xperience
OVERVIEW

1
Enabling
Objective
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The average person often needs to use information that is presented graph-
ically. Nowhere are graphics more important than in vocational-technical
education. For infomiation concerning the skills involved in reading graphics.
as well as practical procedures to be followed in developing graphics reading
exercises, read the following information sheet.

DEVELOPING GRAPHICS EXERCISES

Modern textbooks and instructional materials in
all vocational-technical programs use a far greater
variety and quantity of graphic material than were
used even a generation ago. Photographs, draw-
logs, paintings, cartoons, graphs, charts, diagrams,
tables, and maps all appear frequently in today's
materials.

The purpos served by graphics of all kinds are
(1) to reinforce and clarify concepts contained within
the printed text and (2) to make the text's appear-
ance more interesting and attractive. Although most
visual presentations have features in common, each
kind has its own special way of conveying informa-
tion. This is true even within a particular class of
graphic material.

By their nature, some graphics may be more
suited than others to the presentation of a particular
piece of information. For example, which would be
of more help in showing how an electrical circuit
works? A schematic diagram? Or a gorgeous pho-
tograph of an electrical device that took first place in
the science fair? The schematic diagram would. of
course, be more helpful.

Teachers are sometimes not aware of how useful
a good visual aid can be. An entire lesson or learn-
ing guide may be built around one graph, chart, dia-
gram, or photograph. Using graphics and careful
questioning techniques, you can help students dis-
cover concepts that might be too difficult or abstract
for them in verbal form.

However, in order to lead students through an in-
terpretation of graphic materials with ease and con-
fidence, you must be aware of the kinds of graphic
materials, how each kind can be used, and the read-
ing skills required for each kind. This information is
presented in chart form in samples 16, 17, and 18.

In addition to using graphics as instructional de-
vices within a lesson, you should ensure that stu-
dents are capable of understanding the graphics
they will encounter in their texts and on the job. If
grapnics are to be as effective a tool as they can be,
you must teach students to read them critically -to
analyze and interpret them and to make inferences
arid draw conclusions based on the information pro-
vided.
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SAMPLE 16

TYPES OF GRAPHS AND HOW TO READ THEM
Graphs are visual representations of numerical data showing comparisons and relationtiht gs.

Destettption an#?Meth of GraPhil

Una

Bar

Circle
or
Pie

2

10

0

Solid Figure 3
2

1

Picture
or
Pictograph
(Pictogram)

0

J F M A M J

fillINNINIWO

Mows Arrarimk
asasisoir
MII=MII MIMI&~no 1ImenMoose moms
IIIIIIIM 111111111M

1111111111 Maine 0111111.
___INNIO11_ If_ alimala aim== "Mill.amme IONSM 1111111.11111
ailimws mow sprmisNMI *MO MIMI
SWIM 411111w ammo. . .

1960 1970

indicates predse rela
tionship between tit+
sets of data., Each point
on'thecgrapti"stwits
the two vestables in re
Alston to each ottitr.
Most at;otrate tip* of
graph. ShOgivs dem$100.
merit taking ple1.
trends,

Permits fx7mParisOn of a
small number of values
(few* than ten) taken
at &tweet times or rep-
resenpng different age
groups. (ink*,

Prosentatkr
ma -No Made verf
or Nirtoryttato flare
may be subdivided into
Parts of a whole Or into
percentages.. ,

0.1111.

60,010100
d

dollars/Y.1v" Ptit."10

a. 4;ift scso. Vithst
the increments of In ,

cietteeidecteine?, Eie
alert to afteradkine
*Otto the p Ittern that
can appearance
and Causes

. Aey,.

'vales tho,coitarMeankiti

'and sudce patterns
(e4x
dots) are of 4sect,

6. Note synioolt within the
. rria,
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SAMPLE 17

.,0171497AND HOW.TO
may combihe pictorial sym-

,

PlifPose,
syt4

be
ots. Theta

thoukt ea* recog-
nizio; 'po *nowt to:
read them Utensil

Otrrve re-
tationstilir,

fia,*1 of or91491-
zatloo:

Gait". and
PoiriiitiOloWdOntrast.

y.
ir-,C1***Itiott

Pittp-POste0 PrOce.

and
draw 'ions based
on data.

fielaN to teort material.

thaws structure of a
system (schematic),

in a ales,
Its of tractum.

Classflies complex pro-
cedures. Them aro
many variet"ple
to corriplec
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SAMPLE 18

TYPES OF 1111)

Photowaph

tea-

Paintings
Mauling

Cartoon

Ode verb* in type and

Most realistic portrayal of
PrePhdtdiriPhY Nag:
Often foimd kr history, lit-
erature, and psychology
texts.
May provide interprets-
lion of a scems, event,
person.
May **mutt abstract
ideas, feelings, emo-
tions.

to text in order to
deittio*ii how to read
ftitstration tone of
isathods Otirpoes for
uskig

Rgiest step 4.

Compact pictorial repre-.
sentadon of Wes. em-
ploying caricatur

examers..
humor, satire.
Variety of artkrtiohidre.
Moues.
Frequently biased, dis-
torted views.
May ern*" spitrols,
whit* am 'mom otd-
dated because they usu-
ally are relabadto.everds,
styles, thoughts of the
era in whili they appear.
Relies on stereotypes.
Purpose must be per-
ceived in order to read
the meaning.

Gains Mennen.
Illustrates Rh** ccOrs-
Ions.
Criticizes, eaftriZee. Prd-

OrdOrtsiteftkosidrotott%
lien/ Sell'aill6M



Class Discussions Based on Graphics
A great deal of literal info'rmation can often be col-

lected from a single graph, chart, or illustration. It
would be unfortunate, however, if you allowed your
students to-c onfinettheir -reading" of graphics to this
most basic level of comprehension. lbu should also
teach students to read graphics at higher levels of
comprehension, such as interpretation and applica-.
ton.

Review the graph in sample 19. The following dis-
cussion illustrates how oral questioning based on a
graph' may move through all levels of thinking and
comprehension, from low to high.

First, focus on the title of the graph. It is always
important to call attention to the title of a graphic,
because it establishes the main idea and indicates
purpose. This is a point to be kept in mind when
producing your own visuals: always give them titles.
Although the content and nu:waning of a graph or
chart may be perfectly obvious to its creator, it may
remain a mystery to another person unless'a hint
(such as a title) is given.

Second, teach necessary vocabulary. One way
to do this is to ask students questions that lead them
to discover the meaning of key terms. In discussing
sample 19, for instance, you could ask the class if
anyone knows what per capita means. If no one re-
Sponded, you could then ask the following series of
questions:

Do you know any other words that contain the
root word cap? [capital, cap, decapitate]
What is a capital? [seat of the head of govern-
ment; first letter at the head of every sentence]
What is a cap? [type of headwear]
What does a guillotine do when it decapitates
you? [cuts off your head]

From this it can be established that cap refers to the
head. Therefore, per capita means per head, or per
person.

Third, point out the various parts of the graph
and Identify the details that support the main
idea. Then, you can ask questions about the details.
For example, questions such as the following could
be asked about sample 19:

What do the solid black bars represent?
What do the solid white bars stand for?
What kind of information is given across the
bottom of the graph? What are the intervals, or
increments?
Is there a break in the sequence? How do you
know?
What kind of data are being presented on the
vertical scale? What are the intervals, or incre-
ments?

Althoff this series of questions may seem easy
to you, students may need to identify the separate
elements before they are ready to "read" the data
the next step in the teaching sequence. Remember,
In leading your students through this kind of pro-
cess, your purpose is not just to teach content. \tau
are also trying to teach a skillone that can transfer
to readng any graphics, whether they occur in your
program, In other subject areas, on the job, or in
personal. reading.

fourth, begin asking questions about the fac-
tual content of the waph. In discussing the factual
content of sample 19, for example, the following
questions might be asked:

Approximately how much money was spent per
person for hospital care in 1950? in 1960?
How much was the increase in terms of dollars
during those ten years?
What was the percentage of increase?

Too often, discussion of a graph begins with this
last question. However, many sftwlents (rum to
graph reading) must mentally go _through an entire
sequence of questions, such as those listed, in or-
der to collect enough data to answer this question
And, they must do so quickly because the teacher
may alloW only a few seconds of thinking time be-
fore expecting an answer.

Fifth, after getting factual information from the
graph, begin asking Wier-order questions to
help students interpret and analyze the gmh.
The following higher-order questions could be
asked concerning sample 19:

How much money was spent on hospital care
in 1970?
What is the percentage of increase over the
amount spent in 1960?
Why do you think it increased so much?
Let's use our local hospital as an example. Do
you know whether any kind of development or
expansion was done during the late '60s?
[Many hospitals did expand during that time.]
Why? [Several answers may be given. Usually
someone will say that more people wanted hos-
pital care.]
Why was there greater demand for hospital
care? [Many reasons may be suggested. Medi-
care may be mentioned. A major reason for
hospital expansion in the 1960s was the fact
that many potpie who previously could not af-
ford hospital care began to seek medical atten-
tion.)
Can you think of other reasons for the in-
creased costs? [Buildng materials and labor
costs were rising, which in turn increased the
cost of building rooms, staffing them, and oc-
cupying them. This could lead into a discussion
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SAMPLE 19

SOURCE. Journal of Medical Education. 49 (January 1974) 9

of inflation. It might also be mentioned that
many hospitals added intensive care and car-
diac units at that time, which also increased
costs because of advancing technology and
specialized staffing.
Note that most of this part of the discussion is
generated by inferences made from the scant
data presented on the grap..i. It could lead into
hypothesizing future costs based on trends es-
tablished in the past.]
Looking at the first two years of the 1970s, what
do you predict hospital costs will be in the
1990s if these trends continue?

Finally, pursue a similar analysis of other
parts of the graph. For sample 19, an an3lysis of
physicians' services could be pursued. Irk., vie of
national health insurance could easily arise. Several
questions could be generated about this topic, as
follows:

What countries do you know of that have na-
tional health insurance programs?
What are the good (bad) features of such pro-
grams?
What have been the responses to such pro-
grams in these countries.
Who pays for these programs?

Most students won't have specific answers to these
questions. However, if they are interested, such
questions could lead them to do some research in
the resource center or local library.

It is difficult to portray an enthusiastic class dis-
cussion in print. However, from the previous ex-
ample, it can be seen that an entire lesson could be
devoted to the reading, interpretation, and discus-
sion of a rather simple graph. This particular graph
could be used in a nursing class or in other allied
health programs. It could be used as a lead-in to a
particular topic, to a chapter in a text, or to extended
library research,



A graphic may be used in any class and for any
purpose. Regardless of the specifics, in order to
help students develop skill in reading graphics
while also learning about the required subject mat-
ter-,--a line of questioning must be used that re-
quires the use of reasoning skills to seek informa-
tion beyond the literal level.

Written,Exercises Based on Graphics
You can develop exercises based on Important

graphics "found within your program materials.
Samples 20 and 21 illustrate types of written exer-
cises you could develop to help students acquire
various skills in reading graphics.

If a graphic appears in your exercise (and it prob-
ably will), it is especially important that the graphic
be accurately drawn and labeled. Students can't be
expected to derive correct information from a messy
drawing.

If you are unable to produce good graphics your-
self, you may be able to get assistance from the
graphics or media staff in your school or college. A
teacher in the technical drawing program may be
able to help. Obviously, if your program deals with
the production of graphics (e.g., engineering draw-
ing or construction design), your own graphics must
be beyond reproach.

As in all materials you produce for class use,
graphics reading exercises must be clearly written.
Directions to the stud. nt must be simple and con-

cise. Statements shot ,w1 be free of grammatical or
typographical errors. And each exercise should be
cleanly and attractively reproduced.

Student-Made Graphics
Once students have practiced reading and inter-

preting various kinds of graphics, you should give
them the opportunity to produce their own. Many
students like to do this because it poses a real chal-
lenge and adds variety to classroom activities. In or-
der to devise a graphic, the student will have had to
(1) read the relevant portion of the text, (2) select
the main idea and supporting details, and (3) under-
stand the relationship.

Students' ability to select an appropriate visual
form into which to translate this relationship dem-
onstrates their understanding of both the purposes
that graphics serve and the uses to which the infor-
mation presented can be put. The graphic form
forces students to think clearly and to express their
thoughts briefly. Students who succeed at this task
have read critically, thought critically, and organized
their thinking-well.
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Ah SAMPLE 20

GRAPHICS EXERCiSE:

WeationalPt091101%

Directions: Review the now "In for processing AO. lir

Source documents are

Data are transcribed from
source documents to punched
cards, use card punch.

Punched cards are verified,
using card verifiec

Punched cards are arranged
in order, using sorter or toRator.

Instructions are written for
computer program, one instruction
to a line.

Program Instructi
into cards, using card punch.

ons are przehed

(Program instruction canis are
verified using card verifiers.

1111.0110111011111116M=PM1.
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I. 9 

Z9 

Answer Key: (1) d; (2) Yes; (3) Yes; (4) Data cards are read into computer; (5) After; (6) Yes, it means 
reading in. (inputting) or reading out (outputting); (7) Card punch, card verifier, sorter or collator, computer; 

(8) Six; (9) No; (10)Yes, the steps are shown as a sequence, each step necessary to the procedure; none 
are 'sown as optional. 
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SAMPLE 21

GRAPHoS EXERCISE: LINE GRAPH

Vocational Program: Aircraft Engines

Directions: graph shown below is identical to one found on page 107 in your assigned reading.
Information to It can be found on pages 1051ind 106. Study the graph, OM then answer the
questions that follow

GAS TURBINE

ENGINE,

STARTING

SEQUENCE

1. What is the title of the graph?

2. identify the foNowirg from mph:

a. What variable is being with on the left-hand vertical scale on the graph?

b. What variable Is being dealt with on the bottom horizontal scale on the graph?

c. What variable Is dealt with on the right-hand vertical scale on Ito graph?

3. Moving from Wit fo the CPO, whet le hat:Wang to time?

It is it is decreasing.

4. Moving from to top on the graph, what is happening to the following:

a. Compressor R '11?

It is incrpi3sing.

63

It is decreasing.
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Answer Key: (1) Gas Turbine E 
(2c) Exhaust gas temperature; (3) 
twe and time; (6) Compressor 

accelerating speed reached; (IQ Ths 
(12) I-Vgher temperature reached 

pealdng, 

ne 

V9 

Starting Sequence; (2a) Compressor RPM; (2b) Time in seconds; 
frig; (4a) Increasing; (4b) Increasing; (5) Exhaust gas tempera- 
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Select two representative graphics from instructional materials used in your
own occupational specialty. If possible, use two that are of quite different
types.

For each graphic, develop a student exercise on reading graphics, including
at least ten sample questions. Include questions in each exercise that require
students to extract information, make inferences, analyze, and draw CXXICiU-
sions. Attach a copy of the graphic to your west ions and cite the source.

After you have completed your graphics reading exercises, arrange to have
your resource person review and evaluate your exercises. Give him/her the
Graphics Reading Checklist, p. 67, to use in evaluating your work.
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GRAPHICS READING CHECKLIST
Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that
each of the following performance components was not accomplished, par-
tially accomplished, or fully accomplished. If, because of special circum-
stances, a performance component was not applicable, or impossible to exe-
cute, place an X in the N/A box.

Name

Dale

ROSOUrCe Peon

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

.4r
The graphics reading exercises developed by the teacher:
1. were appropriate to the subject matter and student level 0 El
2. required students to:

a. extract literal information from the graphic El D El
b. analyze the information presented

c. make inferences

d. draw conclusions n n
3. followed the proper procedures for "reading" the particular type of

graphic selected

III
In
4..:

each completed reading exercise: a
the questions/items were clearly and simply written El El Li

-.1

ElEll5. the sequence of questions/items followed a logical order Fl
6. all key questions/items were included

7. the graphic was accurately and clearly pioduced 1 1

,8. clear directions were provided II
9. reproduction was neat and lec Is ri Li

I 1

Level of Performance: All items must receive FULL or N/A responses. If any item receives a NO or
PARTIAL response, review the material in the information sheet, Developing Graphics Exercises, pp. 54-
64. revise your exercises accordingly, or check with your resource person if necessary.
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Learning Experience V
OVERVIEW

Enabling
Objective

`ituraay wish to mete one ortiotifol the t*ppliniiintary refiinotoits:
Shepherct, Cotri#Roheirs10 Sc Resting ;,110., 321:4M;*
anditor and:f10130:030k 00.0.4
410,

Yeti will be (;oniii;tisii a text
selected from yetjr ovm occupatlepatt
\bur ,competenty in
your resource person,
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In ;Aiming to teach technical reading skills, you need to consider the reading
requirements of specific instructional materials and your students' skills in
relation to those requirements. How well prepared are your Students to
handle the vocabulary, comprehension, and graphic skills that the materials
demand? For information concerning how to analyze instructional materials
and how to plan to teach reading in your vocational-technical program, read
the following information sheet.

PLANNING TO TEACH TECHNICAL READING SKILLS
As you begin planning for teaching technical

reading skills in your program, you have three re-
lated responsibilities. First, you must know your
students. N'ou must know students' general abi:ities
and interests, their overall reading level as a group,
their individual reading levels, and any special read-
ing problems they may have.

Second, you must choose and use written instruc-
tional materials that are appropriate for your occu-
pational area and for your students'. needs and abil-
ities.

Third, you must a the instructional materi-
als to determine whnaTirkills your stidents need in
order to read those materials efficiently, effectively,
and with greater ease and comprehension.

'bur task is specific. NbU want to help students
cope with their learning assignments and with the
written materials of their occupations. Thus, before
you begin planning to teach reading, you must have
certain knowledge and skills in three important
areas of reading: vocabulary, comprehension, and
graphics.

You must have knowledge of the technical vo-
cabulary in your specialty area, the process of read-
ing comprehension, and the use of graphics.
Furthermore, you must have skill in developing ac-
tivities and exercises to teach your students techni-
cal vocabulary, to aid them in comprehension, and
to help them understand and use graphics.

As you develop your plans to teach reading, you
must consider all the reading skills that your stu-
dents will need-to use. Although these skills can be
considered separately, they should not be taught
separately. In planning, you can use your own
knowledge and skills in the three areas to help stu-
dents develop and apply their own skills as they
read.

The steps involved in planning to 'teach reading
may seem familiar. The procedure is similar to that
of developing daily lesson plans. The difference lies
in shifting the focus from teaching content to teach-
ing how to read and understand the content.

Reading the Materials
The first stepthat of carefully reading the mate-

rial to be assignedseems obvious. However, in-
structors who have been using the same materials
for several years sometimes fail to reread them
each time they use them. They may forget what in-
formation is actually there.

But reading the material is not enough. It is how
you read the materials that is perhaps the most im-
portant aspect in the teaching of reading, because it
is through careful analysis that you will determine
what is to be taught anl what skills students need
to learn.

Mans
,....

Analyzing the Materials
In analyzing instructional materials you are, es-

sentially, asking a series of questions about the ma-
terials:
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concepts
What are the important concwts?
If the concept is a process, is there a chart or
diagram that presents the process visually? If
so, should the focus of the initial discussion be
on the chart or diagram?
What topics are covered? (List them as you
read. Often headings and subheadings are pro-
vided.)

Vocabulary

What technical terms are used to describe the
concepts and processes?
What am the relationships between and among
these words? That is, do the meanings of some
words have to be known first because they be-
come essential components in the definitions
of other terms?
How are the words presented in the materials?
What would be the best way to teach these
words?

Organization

How is the information presented? That is, how
does the author organize the material? Is he!
she primarily comparing or contrasting? Is he!
she providing instruction in how to do some-
thing using a step-by-step procedure?
How much and what kind of background do the
students need to have in order to understand
the information?
Does the author provide clear signal words as
clues to organizational patterns?
Are there key paragraphs that could be used as
the basis for comprehension exercises?

Reading Skills Needed

At what readability level are the materials writ-
ten?
Are the students asked to draw conclusions?
Will they have to demonstrate their knowledge
by applying the information (or procedures) in
another situation?
If a number of steps or ingredients are involved,
rmst the students remember them in a partic-
ular order?
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What visual aids are presented in the materi-
als? Which ones seem to be the most helpful in
clarifying the concepts or procedures explained
in the materials? How do the graphics convey
information?

The answers to these and other questions will de-
termine the objectives to be set for a reading assign-
ment. They will also help you determine what activ-
ities and materials should be developed in order to
aid the students in meeting those objectives.

Using a Text Analysis Chart
You might find it helpful to use a simple chart as

an aid in analyzing instructional materials. As you
prepare to teach the reading assignment, a text
analysis chart forces you to organize your thinking
by providing space for recording the various ele-
ments of the reading. There should be space in the
chart for noting the following:

4P. Major concepts or IdeasMake hote of the
really important ideas in the reading that you
want to be sure your students do not missfor
example, an abstract principle (e.g., supply and
demand), a formula, a law of physics, or an es-
sential operating procedure.
Topics covered in the readingDescribe the
way in which the subject matter is organized,
divided, and sequenced.
Essential vocabularyRecord the new
words you want every student to know at the
end of the lesson or the unit.
Organizational patternNote how the author
goes about providing the information (e.g.,
comparison, cause and effect, or time se-
gumm).
Reading/study skills neededList any par-
ticular skills students must have in order to gain
from the reading assignment. The skills may in-
clude such things as reading graphics, using a
book index, or analyzing words.
Important visual aidsThis entry may in-
clude the visuals in the materials themselves,
visuals in other books or teaming- guides;

'or--other visual aids you supply to students to help
then; understand the reading.

Samples 22 and 23 are examples of completed text
analysis charts. You can easily draw up and dupli-
cate a similar chart form for your own use.
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SAMPLE 22

0.!--,11411.1111,"'"1.- 1-%-kg`-'

1. Turbine
Z t

Essential Vocabulary
Aerodynamic
Afterburner
Axial compressor
Sumer can
Butz
Centrifugal coinpresSor
Ciamsheft nwerser
CompressOr stall (surge)
Diffuser
Drag
Exhaust nozde
Impulse/reaction turbing
Screech
Tfifil

ReadingiStudy Skills Needed
Us1ng chats and tialeS

_ Analyzing schermilts

I itiete talchtig
Word analysis (context clues, structuratanaly,-

sis) , ,
Using book parts

ImPortartt Visual Aids,
PithAtes of inkOA% p,
POluoi
Rowe
Picture Of diffuSero p.19
Picture of burner Cans, P. Egl
Plektre of turbine WSW* p. 87
Picture of exharst nozzle, p 92
Pictus'a of clameeil reverser, p. 95
Picture of aftetblimsti p, 102
Starting saosence fps*, p.
Fuel control schematic, p. 115
011 system schematic, p. 126
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SAMPLE 23

TEXT ANALYSIS CHART

*motional Program:

Chapter: The Chindatory System

Major Concepts

Circulation of blood

Essential Voclthulary
Anemia
Antibodies
Antk lens
Diastolic pressure
Embolism
Fibrinogen
Leukemia
Leukocytosis
Leuicoperila

occu;Oolut.

PAyocarditis
Pericarditis
Plasma
Prothromtgn
&NUM-
Systolic pressure
Thrombosis
Thrombus

(as listed in text)

i. Skied
A. Components
B. Grouping
C. Rh factor
D. ClottirKi
Heart

Ill. Vlood Wssele
LYTIVImitic system

V Related skills
Blo0d pressure

B. Taidng pulse

OrganIzatkoud POliern
ust
Cause and effect
Convareicontrast
Categories
Step-by-step-

.
Fkladktgi Study Shthe Neexted

Note taking
Using drawings, diagram, and charts

Impcwhutt Weal Aka
Drams on Imtges 124, 131, 132

on paigte 127, 12* 130, iv, 134, 136, 137,
1 ,1

Diagrams on overhead' prcijector
Anatomical chart
Human anatomy,sPedmans

People

Resources for Background and Motivation
Pieces Media ( Other

Laboratory technologist
Pathologist
Cardk) logist
Nurse
Patient with heart pros-

thesis
EKG technician

Hos Mal
Cardiac screening unit
Bloodmobile
Blood bank

Fiknstrip: "C n"
Fiknstrip: "Blood Pres-

sure°
Film: "Heritage of Cper-

Wing Room D," Arco
Rims, 26 min.

SixitygnximariomeSr
96)0N:scope .
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Planning theinstruction

After you have analyzed your instructional mate-
rials, the next step is to write student pelormance
objectives for the lesson. The objectives should re-
flect reading skill development, as well as content
development. The following are examples of such
objectives:

Pronounce and define the fifteen new vocabu-
lary words related to service contracts.
Given the manufacturer's written installation in-
structions, assemble and install a waste dis-
posal unit in a standard sink without assistance
or supervision.
Locate and read the appropriate tables for cut-
ting speeds/lathe RPM in Machinery's Hand-
book.

Introducing the Reading
After analyzing your instructional materials and

developing objectives, you should consider some
ways to introduce the reading assignment to your
students. \bu may need to build the additional back-
ground that they will need in order to succeed. And
you will want to create interest and provide motiva-
tion. There are many ways to do this.

For example, you could present a film that deals
with the topic in an up-to-the-minute, stimulating
way. You could organize a field trip that would gen-
erate questions, the answers to which can be found
in the reading assignment. A subject matter expert
invited to your class could serve much the same
purpose.

Or, you might prepare an illustrated talk designed
to provide an overview of the topic. Detailed infor-
mation could be deliberately omitted from the talk
information at students can only secure by com-
pleting one o re reading assignments.

In this planni stage, you
When

list as many of
these options as you can. When you get ready to
actually teach th:tlesson, you can then select the
ones you think w d be the most effective and ben-
eficial.

Developing a Study Guide
Once this phase of the planning is complete, you

can then prepare various exercises that will extend
and develop the reading skills required. Some vo-
cational-technical teachers have found it helpful to
put exercises together in a "study guide" for a unit
of study.

Study guides may vary in length, emphasis, and
format, depending on the type of reading assign-
ment or the type of skills required in order to com-
plete the assignment. The study guide is an espe-
cially useful tool if you have students with varying
abilities. Each part of the guide can be designed to
emphasize a distinct skill or to be appropriate for a
certain level of comprehension. Individual student
assignments may then be made for various parts of
the guide as needed.

It is not always necessary for everyone to do all
the activities included in the study guide. \bu can
assign students at various levels to complete differ-
ent sections of the guide. For each student, there is
a level at which he or she is able to respond suc-
cessfully.

The best study guides frequently include a num-
ber of elements:

Vcicabulary exercises
Comprehension exercises based on both
graphic and verbal materials
Exercises that stress patterns of organization
or the use of various study skills
Enrichment activities

These exercises and activities are presented in a
variety of formats: diagrams, charts, outlines to be
completed, essay and short-answer (true-false,
multiple-choice, matching, completion) items,
acrostics and other puzzles, and so forth.

Enrichment Activities
Study guides may also include activities that in-

volve students in projects, library research, or other
investigations within or outside the class or the
school. By making these activities a part of the study
guide, you can directly tie reading to application.

Sample 24 is an example of enrichment activities
designed for both individual and group work. If you
review the text analysis chart that was presented in
sample 22, you can see how these activities are di-
rect outgrowths of the reading. Notice ho.. diverse
such activities can be and how they tie the reading
to practical application. Through such enrichment
activities, students can directly relate what they
have read to the world of work.
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SAMPLE 24

Ewuctiwur.AcTivmp
Eitiseci two (olidift4igivisoa regains sitirahirig for information that may or may not be contained
in the textbook, Iflou are kat;st4e'4 And, compete, by the end of the unit,. one of the individual project
activitMi arid one of,'
The group prefect is to be done by a grouP of from three to five indiViduals. 'Ow may form the group yourself
orthe IrOttniCkir will IWO PO to grotto of *Went; Ir40r0;400 !ft tha'saine project itenur 1-6 require a
written report fterne 1-tilcan be done It the,laboratory.

4

t. indiviiittei Pro** 6. ktalvkitral Project .

SP** a *Olt the ehport terMiord (your toad Write to at least five oil mripanies and obtain
airport or nearby *Mina!) and make a note of available technical information on the turbine
everY *Pe ef ftiraine-POwered aircraft that engine olks they s Cormier(' and =MO
.es in. After you** written the names ether! chemical end characterisliCs of the
.aircraft, return to the turbine lab, ruXI:metta use five oils. This comparison thouid include
of thethe lab's lawlOy tb find orit what pour Point flash Mint, 'type identification,

each of ',the airCffft Is using. OF and temperature operating range. Prepare your
-identified, select two of them and motors the comparison and contrast analysis in the form of
design of the engine's compreswir, iribustor, a chart..
turtine, filmic*, and exhaust 6. indlvklual Project

2. htdiVir*ed Project Me to woof the manufacturers of turbine en-,
View the six videOlepes siOplied it* General Ones. Request Information on the engines they

prockcs that srimuld tit ink" one Of the fotir engine

PowatPlaaf 6ette9erlee: hebelel, karbolan, turboprop, and
EquilVed with this infOrmation, pre-

aph er chart 'coniparing the emfines'
and ddirrences. in performance.

tElrod* on the,CortVenent and Syr

ftn,ofaCIF-ellibolon
40i the MOO*
ing
stand k) better keY Onints.
no*, prepare a 1St of cassia

Contrast

tescrip-

. While view-
on What Volt lesser-

use of these
corn-

the s,-6 with
of the engine you have `4verilaLlhxf In the

laboratw

Para*

7. arotO'r
From the
dump
Oirw),

for Four

the pressurizing and
the ft, and .Whitney JT-3 en-

boOk ,ithd,: the Maintenance
the instruo-

the corn-
the sChernalle that is sup-

flow:0040 the component, do
assemble the

snows Lathe
questions in, tx;X:k Of *project book.

GrOUP Propos: for TiWee

From yrig ktstilicter, Ot4aki the Lycoming 1-53
fuel crOtrol, the project book, and the 1-53 fuel
Centro! overhaul. mitre', Follower the proce-
dures outgned in the. pi4ect book, disassemble
and Imilect the ftiel conOol. CoMplete the flow
chart stOplied. wfth the ad books Using the
overhaul manual, ide all the major compo-
mutts of the fuel control. Following the instruc-
tions in Me project book, asikortle the fuel con-
tol. Pnware writkm answers to the questions in
the back of the project book.

tuitiffor Wien and int*
vftns fOur maintenance technicians. Find out
what their educational btu* rounds are, what

Oac
nteraf to a 10401-... s WWI
other career-related items. Present Your firKt.
Inas t the class in,voittero and oral forms, high-
grPeng ete katgrie engine teohn, &es
in the flekt

4. Intavidual Project
Go to the Wary and revklw issues of Ow mat
axis* Atfie0o1 fillevk end Space 'technology
that span the last ten years. Select a few issues
that have adicies on new imbirie engine tech-
**SY PrePare a report on t ogical
changes that hove occurred tri hast *n
years, as reported in the magazine. This reprwt
should only highlight those changes. it should
not be an in-depth engineering report.
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9. Group Pruject for Four

From your instructor, obtain the Lycoming T-53
power turbine assembly and the project book for
the overhaul of the T-53 power turbine. Follow-
ing the procedures outlined in the project book,
disassemble and inspect the power turbine.
Complete the limits table supplied in the project
book by using measuring instruments, such as
micrometers, depth gauges, and T-gauges. De-
termine the airworthiness of the component.
Following the instructions in the project book,
assemble the power turbine aisembly. Prepare
written answers to the questions in the back of
the project book.

10. Group Project for Five

From your instructor, obtain the Airesearch
GTP-30 auxiliary power unit, the project book,
and the operational instructions manual for the
same unit. Following the procedures outlined in
the project book, complete the famtlianzation for
the power unit. Still following the procedures,
disassemble the hot section and inspect it.
While the unit is disassen bled, answer the
questions in the back of the project book.
After answering the questions in the project
book, follow the procedures to assemble the
power unit. In preparation for running the unit on
the test cell, prepare a test run sheet as outlined
in the project book. Take the unit to the test cell
and operate it as outlined in the project book.
Record all the power unit's parameters on the
test run sheet you prepared.



Optional
Activity

2

%MO

For further information about teaching reading in vocational-technical pro-
grams and for samples of reading exercises, you may' wish to read the fol-
lowing supplementary reference: Shepherd, Comprehensive High School
Reading Methods, pp. 321-331. Another source of ideas for teaching read-
ing is Thomas and Robinson, Improving Reading in Every Class, pp. 449-
470.

On the following, pages are (1) a text analysis chart and (2) a simple study
guide form. Using instructional materials from your occupational specialty
and the form on pp. 79-80, prepare a text analysis of an appropriate section
of material.

Based on your completed text analysis chart, use the form on pp. 81-82 to
develop a study guide for teaching the reading assignment.

After you have completed the text ans.isis chart and the study guide, ar-
range to have your resource person review and evaluate yosir work. Give
him/her the Materials Analysis Checklist, p. 83, to use in evaluating your
work.
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Text Analysis Chart

Vocational program

Chapter or section of material.

Major Concepts Content lbpice

Essential Vocabulary Organizational Pattern
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Reading/Study Skills Needed Visual Aids

Resourcet for BackgrOund and Motivation

Places Media Other

ft
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Study Guide

Objectives.

Teaching Methods:

-e"
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Learning Activities:

Feedback:
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MATERIALS ANALYSIS CHECKLIST

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that
each of the following performance components was not accomplished, par-
tially accomplished, or fully accomplished. If, because of special circum-
stances, a performance component was not applicable, or impossible to exe-
cute, place an X in the N/A box.

Name

oats

Resource Person

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

In preparing an analysis of selected instructional materials, the
teacher:
1. accurately identified each of the following:

a. all important concepts III 111

b. key topics covered Li ri
c. new vocabulary words used

d. basic organizational pattern used 11]

e. all visual devices used 1-1 1 1

f. key reading skills needed [1
identified a variety of potential resources to be used

n
2. n ElI
The teacher's study guide for reading instruction:
3. included appropriate performance objectives for the lesson Ir-1 Li
4. included objectives for both reacting skills and content I I I Li-
5. identified appropriate teaching methods to be used 1 1

6. identified appropriate student learning activities for the lesson

7. included activities at a variety of reading levels [ 1

1 1

fs

Level of Performance: All items must receive FULL cr N/A responses. If any item receives a NO or
PARTIAL response, review the material in the information sheet, Planning to Teach Tech--;a1 Reading
Skills, pp. 70-77, revise your work accordingly, or check with your resource person if neces:,-ry.
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Learning Experience VI
FINAL EXPERIENCE

Terminal
Objective

Naa

, eere d

11(

V :Lp a
MPs;

.4
,

* c91014,4000xt exertkos
devekopirog Orept#2tr

4

fr. a le'',1 a(ti)al tea: ri,rig -;Ituat,oe tie(' the (1-., back cover
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TEACHER PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT FORM
Assist Students in Developing Technical Reading Skills (M2)

Name

Directions: Indicate the level of the teacher's accomplishment by placing an
X in the appropriate box under the LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE heading. if, Date

because of special circumstances, a performance component was not appli-
cable, or impossible to execute, place an X in the N/A box.

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

4fre 41 4*
in preparing to teach technical reading skills, the teacher:

1. analyzed program instructional materials to determine spe-
cific reading skills needed El El Fl

2. planned specific activities to integrate the teaching of read
111ing with Lccupational skills training

3. prepared vocabulary exercises and activities that:
a. were appropriate for the material to be covered 1 1

b. included a reasonable amount of new specialized and
technical terms 11] El fl

c. were pitched at the right level for the intended audience Li 1 I-

d. included all information students needed in order to
learn the terms

4. prepared comprehension exercises and activities that:
a. were appropriate to the selected occupational reading

i imaterials on which they were based

b. were appropriate to the maturity level and reading abil-
ities of the students for which they were intended nrinn

c. accurately dealt with the organizational pattern on
which each was focused rinnri

d. required students to comprehend the material in order
1-1to complete each exercise correctly

e. required students to identify significant elements in
each selected reading I I 1 11]

f. involved responses at various levels of comprehension U
g. were varied in regard to context and approach

87 99
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5. prepared graphics reading exercises and activities that:

a. were appropriate tofthe occupational subject matter and
student level 111 D El

b. followed the proper procedures for "reading" the partic
ular type of graphic selected

c. included all key questions, presented in a logical orier r1
d. required students to extract significant information, ana-

lyze the information presented, make inferences, and/
or draw conclusions El El El 11

e. included accurate and clearly drawn graphics t 1

6. produced exercises for student use that:
a. included clear directions 17 1

b. were legible and visually attractive

c. were free of grammatical an typographical errors 1 1111110
7. prepaa,..1 enrichment activities designed to extend student

interest and reading skills 1 Iona
In conducting instructional activities related to reading
skills, the teacher:
8. introduced each reading assignment to build background

and motivate students I 1

9. used a variety of instructional techniques to strengthen stu- nndents' reading skills

10. integrated the teaching of reading throughout the occupa-
tional training program I

11. incorporated specially devised learning activities and en-
richment activities designed to improve students' skills in:
a. vocabulary I I

I Ib. comprehension Li' \

c. graphics 11

12. used various activities to provide aj:ication opportunities 111 [ 1

1 1

L 1

LI Li

1 1

l

I

1

I i

Level of Performance: All items must rece v /A, GOOD, or EXCELLENT responses. If any item re-
ceives a NONE, POOR, or FAIR response, the teacher and resource person should meet to deterriOle
what additional activities the teacher needs to complete in order tb reach competency in the weak area(s)
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ABOUT USING THE NATIONAL CENTER'S
PBTE MODULES
Organlza\tion
Each modOe is designed to help you gain competency
in a particular skill area considered important to teaching
success. A module is made up of a series of learning ex-
periences, some providing background information, some
providing practice experiences, and others combining
these two functions. Completirg these experiences should
enable you to achieve the terminal objective in the final
learning experience. The final experience in each module
always requires you to demonstrate the skill in an actual
Leeching situation when you are an intern, a student teach-
er, an inservice teacher, or occupational trainer.

Procedures
Modules are designed to allow you to individualize your
teacher education program. You need to take only those
modules covering skills that you do not already possess.
Similarly, you need not complete any learning experience
within a module if you already have the skill needed to
complete it. Therefore, before taking any module, you
should carefully review (1) the introduction, (2) the objec-
tives listed on p. 4, (3) the overviews preceding each learn-
ing experience, and (4) the final experience. After com-
paring your present needs and competencies with the in-
formation you have read in these sections, you should be
ready to make one of the following decisions:

That you do not have the competencies indicated and
should complete the entire module
That you are competent in one or more of the ena-
bling objectives leadino to the final learning ex-
perience and, thus, can omit those learning experi-
ences
That you are already competent in this area and are
ready to complete the final learning experience in
order to "test out"
That the module is inappropriate to your needs at this
time

When you are ready to complete the final learning ex-
perience and have access to an actual teaching situation,
make the necessary arrangements with your resource per-
son. If you do not complete the final experience successful-
ly, meet with your resource person and arrange to (1)
repeat the experience or (2) complete (or review) previous
sections of the module or other related activities suggested
by your resource person before attempting to repeat the
final experience.
Options for recycling are also available in each of the team-
ing experiences preceding the final experience. Any time
you do not meet the minimum level of performance re-
quired to meet an objective, you and your resource per-
son may meet to select activities to help you reach com-
petency. This could involve (1) completing parts of the
module previously skipped, (2) repeating activities, (3)
reading supplementary resources or completing-additional
activities suggested by the resource person, (4) design-
ing your own learning experience, or (5) completing some
other activity suggested by you or your resource person.

Terminology
Actual Teaching Situation: A situation in which you are
actually working with and responsible for teaching second-
ary or postsecondary vocational students or other occupa-
tional trainees. An intern, a student teacher, an inservice
teacher. or other occupational trainer would be function-
ing in an actual teaching situation. If you do not have ac-
cess to an actual teaching situation when you are taking
the module, you can complete the module up to the final
learning experience. You would then complete the final
learning experience later (i.e., when you have access to
an actual teaching situation),
Alternate Activity or Feedback: An item that may sub-
stitute for required items that, due to special circum-
stances, you are unable to complete.
Occupational Specialty: A specific area of preparation
within a vocational service area (e.g., the service area
Trade and Industrial Education includes occupational
specialties such as automobile mechanics, welding, and
electricity).
Optional Activity or Feedback: An item that is not re-
quired but is designed to supplement and enrich the re-
quired items in a learning experience.
Resource Person: The person in charge of your educa-
tional program (e.g., the professor, instructor, adminis-
trator, instructional supervisor, cooperating/supervising/
classroom teacher, or training supervisor who is guiding
y in completing this module.

:uctiin a secondary, postsecondary, or other training
nt: The person who is receiving occupational in-

prograrn.
vocational Service Area: A major vocational field: agri-
culturaCeducation, business and office education, market-
ing and distributive education, health occupations educa-
tion, horne economics education, industrial arts education,
technical education, or trade and industrial education.
You or the Teacher/lnstructor: The person who is com-
pleting the Module.

Levels of lierfonvtance for Final Assessment
N/A: The criterion was not met because it was not ap-
plicable to he situation.
None: No attempt was made to meet the criterion,

i
although it !was relevant.
Poor: Thelear.:her is unable to perform this skill or has
only very limited ability to perform it.
Fair: The teacher is unable to perform this skill in an ac-
ceptable, manner but has some ability to perform it.
Good: The teacher is able to perform this skill in ar ef-
fective manner.
Excellent: The teacher is able to perform this skill in a
very effective manner.
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